Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: ROFL
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: YOU :o)
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: poor shady. Videre you bitch. He's probably crying like Richard Martinez
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: That bloke with lobe extensions
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: definitely got my BITCH on today... I dunno what's up with me.O:-D
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: still ROFL
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: haha it's made me laugh. thanks :-)
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: I really should go to bed. 3:30 again. I'm up a five for the milk round
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: oh nO~  STAY up for breakie~
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: fuckin pica. Not only is he talking shit, he's eating it
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: hahahahahaha
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: faken PICA
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: his breath must be faken awful
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 10:32 pm]: What a SHITTY life~!
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: :o):o)
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: Thanks for the laughs.
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: Shadypica - you may just have chosen a possibly-funny name by chance and suffering from 'Hoi's Vertigo' - a condition where one freezes at a position unable to carry on for fear of the void.
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 11:05 pm]: There is indeed, nothing to fear.
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 11:06 pm]: Brilliant con that.
Banazir Galbasi [June 4, 2014 - 11:19 pm]: Ha ha you guys are awesome. But then, everything is a.......
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: oh no Tom... It's the "everything is awesome" guy!
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: (you're still up?)
Banazir Galbasi [June 4, 2014 - 11:29 pm]: Ab was right. Its lonely at the top of the fakery mountain (or was it mount faker?). I too may have suffered from Hoi's Vertigo for a while but forged ahead regardless. The view from up here is a reward unto itself, amazing clarity and no more fear. - a shout out to Tom. (it'll catch on yet!)
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: ...
Banazir Galbasi [June 4, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: He may be drooling over the keyboard at the moment. He'll wake up with qwerty written in reverse on his forhead.
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:33 pm]: Loving it up here.  I wouldn't trade this vantage point for the life those poor unsuspecting folk are subjected to -- clouds of confusion and fear.  The sky is clear up here and such peace!!!
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:36 pm]: and the restoration of my faith in my fellow man!   Our spirit is more powerful together than when they divide us with fear and confusion.
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 11:36 pm]: Good words.
Tom-Dalpra [June 4, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: I really must go to nod
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: the thing that keeps me up at night....is how to "flip that switch" to those who are looking for another view point...but can not find it.
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: sweet dreams monkey
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:38 pm]: @Bootleg_Bill: ask questions... they need to think they found it on their own
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:41 pm]: @Videre Licet:   yes.  but to do it on a large scale?  lead a horse to water but can not make them drink kinda thing.   we need a big ass vat of water for those who are thirsty for this knowledge to drink from.
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:42 pm]: but they do not know (or threw all the other distractions) find this site or the very few others who try to tell it how they see it with no agendas behind it
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:42 pm]: @Bootleg_Bill: I like how hoi put it in ep 110  the conflicting thoughts can be too big for them to hold at one time
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:42 pm]: been thinking about the same methods "they" use.  movies, music, news and media
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:42 pm]: baby steps -- small items
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: yes
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: building 7 was the wedge in the start of my awakening
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:44 pm]: only talking to those who have a "gut" instinct that something is a rye.  and starting them on the right path (or so we think) to find their own path
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: ask questions
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: @Videre Licet:  indeed.  b7 is a very obvious thing to show.  but if you are blind.  trying to describe a complex colors is tough
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: they to be asking the questions first
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: if not...it is like talking to a deaf man
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: or at least that is my experience trying to "wake" folks up
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: when they make a statement about a current event that is obviously a hoax.  sometimes asking them to clarify and repeat what they are saying can lead them into re-examining the event with clearer eyes.
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:48 pm]: @Bootleg_Bill: you have to get past trying to wake them up
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:48 pm]: there is a huge media monster that has way more power than you that is working on them 4 hours or more a day.
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:49 pm]: why do they need to be awake?  maybe they are happy in their bubble of fear.  some people get off on that.
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:50 pm]: @Videre Licet:  agree totally.  but it is hard to do.  if not...were will we be in 20-30- years.  with same group? that is one of things that stays on my mind.  in order for things to change...there has to be a forum where open knowledge is assessable and know about for those looking to find
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:50 pm]: being awake is very much like being a reborn christian
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: when you first find your way into the paradigm, you want to save everyone
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: on a large scale.  that is why using the same methods...media, movies, culture creation but with the truth in mind
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: i want it to stop.  wether or not someone is saved....that is up to them.  but for the b.s to stop....takes massive numbers
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: i have moved past that.  i am at the attraction rather than promotion stage.
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: yes...i know.  very tough.  but not impossible.  and i be"lie"ve "they" are really only worried about that
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: when they see my peace, they want to know how i arrived here.
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: @Videre Licet:  me too.  but still does not stop me from thinking about how to do it.
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: there is a way.
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:54 pm]: they have studied this for years and they have us figured.  it is a self governing enslavement.
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:54 pm]: you can show even the most blinded participant of a magic show...were to look for the "trick"  and they get it and will not be fooled again
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: @Videre Licet:  agreed.  that is the challenge
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: this game is still built on a house of cards.
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: once a couple start to fall....
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: just like your realization of b7
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: domino effect
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:57 pm]: what is that b7 (or comparable) to the sleepy?  and if we can show them in an non-threating, knowledgeable way.  would they wake up??
Bootleg_Bill [June 4, 2014 - 11:57 pm]: and if enough did?  would shit change?
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:58 pm]: it is very uncomfortable to stray too far from the herd.  we are the exception... we strayed past our fear and found a new herd.  the 3rd HERD!!!
Videre Licet [June 4, 2014 - 11:59 pm]: @banazir:  the 3rd HERD!  I do like that!
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:00 am]: @Videre Licet:   ha.  the 3rd herd.
Videre Licet [June 5, 2014 - 12:00 am]: fear being the disinfo campaigns (ie. alex jones et al) - the 2nd herd
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:00 am]: thats kinda my point.  cutting out the 2nd herd disinfo.  where those looking...find this message first
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:03 am]: tough to do.  i for sure know.  but will there be any "change" if not?  hard to think there will be.
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:04 am]: then what will 2050 be like?  2150?  complete computerized control.
Videre Licet [June 5, 2014 - 12:04 am]: i am watching a co-worker going through all the 2nd layer rabbit holes.  I often guide him back on track with identifying the fear factor and moving on.
Videre Licet [June 5, 2014 - 12:05 am]: the psychology in the design is intriguing.
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:06 am]: @Videre Licet:   exactly.  if we had a movie, media, music and all the other forms of propaganda "they" use...to show your co-worker.  would it help in his path to find "truth"  and would he in turn talk to those searching for the same answers?
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:07 am]: domino effect.
Videre Licet [June 5, 2014 - 12:07 am]: associate confusion and crazy with the event and people can't hold all facets together and just dump an move away from it without any critical thinking.  it is too uncomfortable
Videre Licet [June 5, 2014 - 12:07 am]: and soon forgotten... written down later as fact/history. amazing!
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:10 am]: @Videre Licet:   yes....it takes the most critical thinker a good amount of time to break threw the bull-shit.  whenever there is a change from the conformity....it is very uncomfortable.  most folks just want their blankie (mcdonlds and coke) and their comfort zone (the experts and media telling them what to do and what to believe).
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:11 am]: i know.  probably a huge waste of time...but it's what has been on my mind for some time.  it is kinda like being rich.  once you got it...then you think about change for others...since you have reached where you want to be.
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:12 am]: i know what i know...and i am set in my ways and completely comfortable with my thoughts.  now i am on...how to helps those who want the same
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:13 am]: find it
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:16 am]: @Videre Licet:  are you in a relationship?
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:20 am]: just wondering...because that is another tough hurdle.  finding someone out there who thinks along the same lane
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:20 am]: there we go....dating site for the 3rd herd
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:20 am]: ha
Bootleg_Bill [June 5, 2014 - 12:22 am]: prob have like 50 folks in it. ha.  kinda lonely at the top.  i have zero problem with dating...but the conversations are like talking to folks who barely know how to speak..but are telling you all about talking like they are right.
ab [June 5, 2014 - 5:46 am]: @Videre Licet: thanks Videre...we had a good time.
ab [June 5, 2014 - 5:53 am]: @shady: submit all your firefighter details to one of the forums. I'm sure Simon Shack or Hoi can point you to the relevant fakery research at cluesforum to help you with your research. One "real" victim will not be able to destroy or undo the mountains of psyOp research clues has done to disrupt MY view of 9/11 as a psyOp hoax. There's really nothing that can at this point, so chipping away with "real" victims won't work. You can't move this man's mountain now!
Rollo [June 5, 2014 - 6:58 am]: Gday Simon I enjoyed ep110 so much.......think Ill have another go at it...keep at the radio thing my friend.....;)
UNreal [June 5, 2014 - 7:28 am]: interesting interview on multicultarism,  the 'quiet' invasion of the west <a href="http://rediceradio.net/radio/2014/RIR-140604-franksalter.mp3" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://rediceradio.net/radio/2014/RIR-140604-franksalter.mp3</a>
Rollo [June 5, 2014 - 8:00 am]: @Unreal ....Im Halfway thru third Audio.....It only reminds me of Bruce Willis in Die Hard 3...ie with a vengence........."I Hate Niggers"
UNreal [June 5, 2014 - 8:08 am]: @rollo: what i get from this interview is how taboo the subject of race really is, and also how we discriminate when we promote multicultural 'integration'
Rollo [June 5, 2014 - 8:09 am]: Simon Says or does he?...<a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWptTZMOj64" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWptTZMOj64</a>
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 8:31 am]: Thanks for the intelligent comments.  This site is therapeutic for me.  I believe there are plenty of vicsims and that ab's work and simon's and hois is good.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 8:32 am]: I am not making up the fact that Edward "Teddy" white was a real person.  I knew him.  I'll tell you where his mother lives today and you can go call her names if you want.  Its quite brave to talk to people the way some of you do online but I'm curious if you could do the same in person.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 8:34 am]: Also, I knew Jose Guadelupe's wife.  I am not saying there is no fakery going on.  I am not disputing that there are no vicsims.  I am saying that some of the imagery they use is based on real people.  You can't just rely on the internet for research
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 8:37 am]: I believe there are plenty of vicsims.  I am only going by my life's experience - I have no reason to lie - if you want to have an intelligent conversation - I am open.  However, I think many of you have fixed ideas now about the purported victims.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 8:42 am]: You are really not being open minded if you ignore what I am trying to tell you about Teddy White.  Has anybody actually been on the ground here in NYC and interviewed purported victims?  You could do it now but you would have to pretend you were doing a research project or something.  I'll guarantee you you'll find a lot of information you can't find on the internet.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 9:00 am]: Anyone here from NYC?  I would be happy to meet up with you and show you where Teddy White's Mom lives.  I'll show you the mural which I will take a picture of tonight and post.  I could introduce you to some of his close friends but we can't mention anything about 911 fakery (they will go nuts if you mention it because they are cops and firefighters and likely asleep).  Again, I think a lot of
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 9:05 am]: the vicsim research relies on the internet (which is also controlled to a certain degree - if they want something off - they will take it off).  If you want to continue and call me names or just ignore me that's fine - I came here to talk to people about fakery and deception - its really not about my ego - I am just trying to seek the truth about the psyops
smj [June 5, 2014 - 9:19 am]: @shady pica  i for one would like to hear more about the supposed victims you knew and if you have any ideas or heard any rumors on where they might have gone. it doesn't matter to me at all if some of the 'victims' were flesh n blood entities. i have family members inside the beltway that had met barbara olson.
smj [June 5, 2014 - 9:20 am]: or rather the persona barbara olson.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 9:25 am]: @smj: I only knew Teddy briefly but I know other people well that were close with him.  I worked at the same company as Jose Guadelupe's wife Elise for about 6 years.  There may be some things on the internet about his funeral where the buried the wrong body or body parts - I am going by personal experience not by internet research - i can talk more later after I get off work.
Rollo [June 5, 2014 - 9:46 am]: @t the moment....I Feel like i'm in Alkcrtraz.........Im on the top step......speaking to a human being......and say right to his face..."I hate No-onene".....cause iM A pussy
Rollo [June 5, 2014 - 9:54 am]: Hands up who Hates me?
Rollo [June 5, 2014 - 10:17 am]: Goodbye Doc!!!! my friend......a True Angel has left...... Kiss Kiiss on your cheek...Dok!!!!
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 11:44 am]: Pica? Come on Shady, you're leaving yourself open there with that soubriquet of yours. As I could introduce you to some of his close friends but we can't mention anything about 911 fakery (they will go nuts if you mention it because they are cops and firefighters and likely asleep).
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 11:45 am]: ^^^ last 6 lines your quote. In my experience, real professionals will be more likely to get it than a regular guy
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 11:48 am]: cops, fire fighters- at the real nitty gritty of it. I've worked in service all my working life pretty much. I've seen death. We know it goes on. I like real people with balls at the cutting edge to be dealing with it when it does. I like good policemen and I like good doctors.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 12:00 pm]: Ok tom you're right maybe I shouldn't have said that about them being asleep. Most of them I haven't spoken to in years. I think it's more about my fear that everyone in the neighborhood will start labeling me a conspiracy nut I guess. I could still introduce you in person of you want. :D
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:00 pm]: How old are you Pica if I may ask?
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 12:03 pm]: Look I'm not here to make enemies or shoot anyone down. I just can't wrap my head around everyone being a vicsim on 911 since I knew these people I mentioned.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 12:04 pm]: Why is that relevant ?  43. How old are you?
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:04 pm]: 46
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:05 pm]: numerology. 4+3 = 7,  4+6 =10
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:05 pm]: I win
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:05 pm]: sorry i'm joking
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:07 pm]: ok. It is the big question and some clarity is needed I believe. I don't think anyone thinks that every supposed victim of 911 was an entirely created identity. Surely there were faked or simulated deaths too.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 12:15 pm]: Ok I'm still not convinced he is not dead. I mean he has a teenage daughter and wife behind. I am not trying to scare anyone. I realize that it is impossible to believe that at least some people did die according to the logic most of you are following. I understand completely but I trust my experience over the internet and maybe I'll do try and some worthy research.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 12:17 pm]: I do remember doing a search for his name in the ssdi and didn't see his name. Maybe he is in Colombia somewhere away hiding?  All I can do is speculate right now.
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:28 pm]: fuck knows. he coulda started a new life with a blonde Sweden. His wife wouldn't even know
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:29 pm]: in sweden
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 12:34 pm]: That would be further proof that the conspiracy extends to the lower levels of society. It's not just a few people at the top who know about the psyops that are being perpetrated, no.
Shady Pica [June 5, 2014 - 12:36 pm]: Where are you from tom?
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:36 pm]: a few key agents nand a whole load of bullshit media. It's not that many people in the grand scheme.
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:37 pm]: Cambridge, England
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:39 pm]: Rollo, you're a wet pussy.
Tom-Dalpra [June 5, 2014 - 12:39 pm]: Yeh, where is Johnny Clues?
Banazir Galbasi [June 5, 2014 - 3:18 pm]: @shady: did this family you know claim their victim fund winnings of millions of dollars? If not I'd like to know why. :help:
Jan Erik Hansen [June 5, 2014 - 4:24 pm]: Empire of the Eye: The Magic of Illusion: Palazzo Spada's Corridor  <a href="http://www.artbabble.org/video/ngadc/empire-eye-magic-illusion-palazzo-spadas-corridor-part-5" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.artbabble.org/video/ngadc/empire-eye-magic-illusion-palazzo-spadas-corridor-part-5</a>
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 4:59 pm]: Just enjoying the "Live" ISS earth cam on ustream right now as I tend to do when on the copmuter and a great thought came through my head
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 5:00 pm]: you see ALOT of water on this cam but what if the station is not over water? you should see land right?
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 5:00 pm]: Well according to the ISS tracker page it is over south america/brazil right now...problem is THERE IS NO LAND MASS OF ANY KIND  on the live ISS feed
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 5:02 pm]: <a href="http://www.isstracker.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.isstracker.com/</a> and <a href="http://www.ustream.tv/channel/iss-hdev-payload" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.ustream.tv/channel/iss-hdev-payload</a> if you want to compare/CONtrast yourself
Carole Thomas [June 5, 2014 - 5:02 pm]: ^^nice link, Jan: T
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 5:11 pm]: While the HDEV collects beautiful images of the Earth from the ISS, the primary purpose of the experiment is an engineering one: monitoring the rate at which HD video camera image quality degrades when exposed to the space environment (mainly from cosmic ray damage) and verify the effectiveness of the design of the HDEV housing for thermal control.
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 5:11 pm]: NASA already making up reasons why you cannot have reliable HD imagery in space
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 5:13 pm]: They are not trying to find out IF the video quality degrades BUT HOW MUCH AND HOW FAST...what malarky
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 5:16 pm]: furthermore why is the "nightside" of the earth TOTALLY black on camera..not a single photon makes it to the lens during this period.  why do all the worlds cities become invisible to the ISS at night?  Is this too hard to fake?
Banazir Galbasi [June 5, 2014 - 5:21 pm]: @Johan: You're making too much sense, stop it! :D
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 5:26 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: the ISS is my favourite comedy show, one of these days I will make a laugh tracked greatest interviews video
Banazir Galbasi [June 5, 2014 - 5:35 pm]: Great idea. Have you ever called into Ab's show?
Banazir Galbasi [June 5, 2014 - 5:37 pm]: We may do a Dust Ban tonight if you'd like to call in. The live stream may still down though.
Banazir Galbasi [June 5, 2014 - 5:42 pm]: still BE down. And yes it is...
ab [June 5, 2014 - 5:43 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: yes it is. no news on when it will be back either. try listen2myradio.com for a backup
Johan Backes [June 5, 2014 - 6:04 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: yea soon before the fakeology transistion
Rollo [June 5, 2014 - 7:30 pm]: @TommyD my wife says "Squelch Squelch"...and yes I'm mostly Armless and quite often legless
Rollo [June 5, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: @Ban .....Goodbye Doc Neeson...a lovely Australian Muso...<a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBRai-X8wtQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBRai-X8wtQ</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 5, 2014 - 8:12 pm]: Im not familiar with him. I've heard you mention the Angels but I couldnt spot them in a lineup. Thats too bad. I'll check 'em out.
Banazir Galbasi [June 5, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: I remember getting very upset when Michael Hutchence died. I suppose its possible they are both in the ozzy DCP. I dont think that makes any of us feel any better though... :-(
Carole Thomas [June 6, 2014 - 2:09 am]: From no planers to no brainers B) - brain could be a hoax according to Jeffrey( h/t Ab) as people with "no brains" can be Honours students - <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKPZDS01qGg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKPZDS01qGg</a>
Carole Thomas [June 6, 2014 - 5:25 am]: The illusion of motion - making it look real and the Hobbit Effect <a href="http://paulbakaus.com/tutorials/performance/the-illusion-of-motion/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://paulbakaus.com/tutorials/performance/the-illusion-of-motion/</a>
ab [June 6, 2014 - 5:37 am]: s2.fakeologist.com is back
Tom-Dalpra [June 6, 2014 - 6:47 am]: @Carole Thomas: It's a no-brainer.
Tom-Dalpra [June 6, 2014 - 6:59 am]: I've got people coming and telling me ''Hey I watched that Sixto Rodriguez film and I loved it. You've spoilt it for me now''. Haha! Sorry, what can I say? Should we treat these people like children? Sorry, of course Santa is real, don't worry darling, that's just a nasty boy talking.''
ab [June 6, 2014 - 9:38 am]: @Tom-Dalpra: Sixto film was good on the surface. I felt good, but couldn't let the story "go" either. such is the challenging life of a skeptic!
aralsea [June 6, 2014 - 11:18 am]: 20 years ago, the Rwandan Genocide was happening 500,000-1 million victims. or so we are told...<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rwandan_Genocide" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rwandan_Genocide</a>
Shady Pica [June 6, 2014 - 12:14 pm]: Why is there so much pixelation in this photo of the Canadian cops?  (rhetorical question)(<a href="http://www.myfoxny.com/story/25710179/suspect-dubbed-rambo-caught-in-canada" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.myfoxny.com/story/25710179/suspect-dubbed-rambo-caught-in-canada</a>
columjaddica [June 6, 2014 - 8:26 pm]: @shady: It is strange that the quality of news images keeps getting lower and lower. Not only are they resized to something around 640x480, but they usually have such heavy JPG artifacting that you would have to go out of your way to save it at such high compression or resave multiple times at high compression. Then you also have news outlets running Instagrammed photos with effects and vignette
Carole Thomas [June 7, 2014 - 3:41 am]: "It's amazing how far we've come with CGI"
Carole Thomas [June 7, 2014 - 3:41 am]: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc9t1jNmtWc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc9t1jNmtWc</a>
Carole Thomas [June 7, 2014 - 3:56 am]: Media hoaxes <a href="http://mediahoaxes.tumblr.com/post/74635436499/edward-snowden-is-what-the-powers-that-be-call" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://mediahoaxes.tumblr.com/post/74635436499/edward-snowden-is-what-the-powers-that-be-call</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 11:43 am]: Pree recorded with actors in studio greenscreen ? <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GguzoXSJZto" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GguzoXSJZto</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 12:42 pm]: Sandy Hook School Shooting Hoax - Predictive Programming in Hollywood Movies  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CIFsoW1YGI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CIFsoW1YGI</a>
Carole Thomas [June 7, 2014 - 2:57 pm]: ^@Jan Creepy film. Glad my kids are/were too old to be interested:warning:
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 3:13 pm]: @Carole Thomas: :)
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 4:04 pm]: Not sure whether I'm taking the bait here, but I'll bite and see what comes of it. Looking at this SPU event, I have a nagging suspicion regarding the faces of Ybarra and Meis. Without reading any of the copy, at first I was perplexed by the discrepancies between the photos of the shooter Ybarra, until I eventually realized that these were purportedly different people, one being the hero Meis
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 4:10 pm]: So all know where my head is at, I just finished reading Hoi Polloi's vicsim report, and assuming for a moment they are both digital creations, Ybarra and Meis seem to share the exact same nose/eye/eyebrow template. This is especially evident when comparing the Ybarra "godsblock tshirt pic" to the Meis "fiance pic". If they are both real people actor perps they at the very least seem to be re
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 4:13 pm]: related. Just seems weird to me, thought I'd throw it out there. Also, $21,000 and rising - <a href="http://www.gofundme.com/9zzc58?preview=1#" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.gofundme.com/9zzc58?preview=1#</a> - yet no one has seen a live action shot of this hero Meis.
Tom-Dalpra [June 7, 2014 - 5:36 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: I had a look and I see what you mean, absolutely.   ...same guy? Or get people saying it's the same guy? Is it a test. See who notices. Or an inside joke? I wonder...
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 8:34 pm]: Hi Ab. Where do you click so you can listen to the live stream through an app again? (TuneIn Radio in my case)
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 8:40 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NA4N41S1ork" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NA4N41S1ork</a>
ab [June 7, 2014 - 8:40 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: click on the icons at s1.fakeologist.com and find one that launches one of your apps
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:11 pm]: Hello everyone hey Jan should be a good show it is a nice treat The Saturday Night Ab show been awhile looking forward to it cheers
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:11 pm]: Hey Ab
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: @Dustyash:  YEP !
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:13 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: I watched That Propaganda documentary you gave me fantastic program that was I highly recommend that show to everyone
marksman [June 7, 2014 - 9:17 pm]: its my bday where else would i be
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 9:18 pm]: haha, my life is that awesome too marksman, happy birthday
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 9:19 pm]: @marksman:  Happy birthday to U !
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 9:19 pm]: @Dustyash:  Cool i think its AWESOME one !
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: There is no icon for an android app, damn! Happy Birthday Mark Sman.
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: @marksman: Happy Birthday hope you had a wonderful day and the coming evening as well
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: If you don't blame the Jews then you're a limited hangout. &gt;:-D
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: The :idea: conspiracy is a good documentary as well
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: I was just going to make a similar comment Banazir, I wonder if some old faces will be able to resist chiming in tonight given the subject matter
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 9:25 pm]: Hi everyone, Cal, Dusty, Jan. Good evening.
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 9:25 pm]: maybe wanda will come berate us :D
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: Hey Banazir
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi:  Hey back 2 you !
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: right back at you sir
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:27 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: I enjoyed the chat we had the other day you are a good man thanks for the discussion
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: @Dustyash: THNX ! ;)
marksman [June 7, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: thanks guys :D
marksman [June 7, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vpd53prwIdU" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vpd53prwIdU</a>
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: Dustyash good call the lightbulb conspiracy is a great one for understanding the farce that is the economy. You can take that and apply it to everything, especially oil
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: Yes for sure a real eye opener for sure I strongly agree The propaganda documentary is really good as well. :)
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 9:38 pm]: Ok cool, I think I missed that one from Jan Erik, do either of you guys have the link or title handy?
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: Holla
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGxbOVscHPs" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGxbOVscHPs</a>
marksman [June 7, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: thanks imma check that doc out
marksman [June 7, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: anyone see the new xmen video they did the whole jfk thing i thought it was interesting but i hated the movie
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: Thanks Dustyash.....if that is the same North Korea propaganda film I think Ab had the guy who made it on to the show, someone can correct me if I'm wrong here
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 9:45 pm]: I think you are right other people have claimed that as well
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 9:46 pm]: 77, very suspicious:P
or e bil [June 7, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: Regarding light bulbs...  I watched this performance the other day from George Carlin.  At 4:00-4:20 he mentions how fluorescent lights tend to enhance all of our facial imperfections.  Does it seem to anyone else like this might be the real reason for the switch?   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4w_0nkyjnY" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4w_0nkyjnY</a>
marksman [June 7, 2014 - 9:54 pm]: The user of the electric light -- or a hammer, or a language, or a book -- is the content. As such, there is a total metamorphosis of the user by the interface. It is the metamorphosis that I consider the message.
Letter to Edward T. Hall, 1971, Letters of Marshall McLuhan, p. 397
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: Blood Flag Ritual
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: The German Myth: The Falsity of Germany's "Social Progress" Claims (1918) <a href="https://archive.org/details/TheGermanMythTheFalsityOfGermanyssocialProgressClaims" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://archive.org/details/TheGermanMythTheFalsityOfGermanyssocialProgressClaims</a>
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 9:57 pm]: or e bil, there are usually many things accomplished with one particular agenda, that is probably an added benefit of phasing out the old lightbulbs that meshes nicely with shallow culture, however they also contain toxic doses of mercury and I suspect also have a negative impact on the human energy field, like the destructive EM fields generated by wifi and smart meters
marksman [June 7, 2014 - 10:01 pm]: Mcluhan Quotes from the 70s:World War III is a guerrilla information war with no division between military and civilian participation.
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 10:03 pm]: So if you have one of those bulbs and break it make sure to stay away and take great caution cleaning it up
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:03 pm]: Ask Jan Erik... Jan?
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:04 pm]: Who did Hitler really belong to?
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: Worst episode ever8)
or e bil [June 7, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: @CalcifiedLies:  Thanks.   Yeah..  no doubt..  I've heard of some of the dangers but hadn't thought that there might be other agendas until I saw that Carlin show from the early nineties.
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: ...comic book guy...
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: haha what an analogy by Blue Moon, well played sir
marksman [June 7, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: The victory over Euclidean space was not achieved by isolated individuals, but by a field of young rebels opposed to all absolutes.
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 10:18 pm]: Interesting quotes marksman, mcluhan had his fingers all over what is happening today....turn on, tune in, drop out
Jan Erik Hansen [June 7, 2014 - 10:23 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernhard_Stempfle" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernhard_Stempfle</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:35 pm]: Good call, CalcifiedLies, good stuff. Monoliths etc...
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: Rob Ager - <a href="http://www.collativelearning.com/2001%20analysis%20new.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.collativelearning.com/2001%20analysis%20new.html</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: I like the Idea of all the Apollo 11 stuff in the Shining
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:37 pm]: Its certainly there. Room 237.
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 10:37 pm]: Thanks Banazir, it's pretty abstract stuff
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:38 pm]: How long has the New York Hilton overlooked the WTC complex?
or e bil [June 7, 2014 - 10:38 pm]: Charles Manson's album released in early 70's is called LIE, making parody of  of the LIFE mag with the same photo.  Released under the the label 'Awareness'  <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lie:_The_Love_and_Terror_Cult" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lie:_The_Love_and_Terror_Cult</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: I initially thought it appeared later (than 2001)
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: It opened in September :P 1992
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: 9 years earlier, who'da thought?
CalcifiedLies [June 7, 2014 - 10:43 pm]: Surely that is an accident Banazir, I didn't make that connection, nice work!
or e bil [June 7, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: Manson's Album -- Recorded 	September 11, 1967 and August 9, 1968
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: Dusty, what is the name of that Charles Manson movie you mentioned before?
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: That movie is Called Manson it is like a Docu-movie it is good
or e bil [June 7, 2014 - 11:00 pm]: The way WAR was allegedly carved into Leno LaBianca's body should look familiar to everyone here.
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 11:08 pm]: is that a triple header love bomb for me? :favorite::favorite::favorite:
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 11:08 pm]: whaa hoo
Dustyash [June 7, 2014 - 11:08 pm]: :)
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 11:35 pm]: Walt was also the original  Mickey Mouse!
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 11:38 pm]: Dust Ban tonight anyone?
psyopticon [June 7, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: Great show, guys!   Ab, hope you can get the mp3 up,  so we can re-listen to some of the most interesting bits!
ab [June 7, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: @psyopticon: yes it will be up in the morning! when can we get EE on?
Banazir Galbasi [June 7, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: going... going...
ab [June 7, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: just start it. do a wrap up show
ab [June 7, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: host should be working
Banazir Galbasi [June 8, 2014 - 12:12 am]: gone... Good night everyone!
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 12:13 am]: Hey Ban... Turning in early tonight?
Dustyash [June 8, 2014 - 12:15 am]: I got a phone call from my Mom so I missed most of the show I was interrupted tonight it was too bad
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 12:16 am]: @Dustyash: that always happens to me...
Dustyash [June 8, 2014 - 12:16 am]: yeah I was looking forward to the show but family can get in the way sometimes
Dustyash [June 8, 2014 - 12:17 am]: it really sucked for me tonight
Dustyash [June 8, 2014 - 12:17 am]: I would like to do a Dustban
Banazir Galbasi [June 8, 2014 - 12:21 am]: last chance, anyone? :D
Dustyash [June 8, 2014 - 12:27 am]: I am there as always hope more will join please do not be shy lets have a chat and voice what is on your mind
Banazir Galbasi [June 8, 2014 - 12:34 am]: alright twist my arm. contact banazir2980 on Skype or listen in at s2.fakeologist.com. 10-15 minutes...
Dustyash [June 8, 2014 - 12:35 am]: sounds great
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 2:45 am]: the party is over here :-):-*:o)B)8):?:idea::o)&gt;:-D <a href="http://s2.fakeologist.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://s2.fakeologist.com/</a>
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 4:08 am]: Dustban Links:
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 4:08 am]: [6/7/2014 9:52:55 PM] Banazir: <a href="https://www.google.ca/?gws_rd=ssl#q=mrs.%20doubtfire%20recut%20as%20a%20horror%20movie" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.google.ca/?gws_rd=ssl#q=mrs.%20doubtfire%20recut%20as%20a%20horror%20movie</a>
[6/7/2014 10:03:00 PM] Dusty Ash: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E</a>
[6/7/2014 10:03:01 PM] *** Banazir added Jan Erik  Hansen ***
[6/7/2014 10:10:08 PM] Banazir: some things crashed aagain
[6/7/2014 11:27:56 PM] Dusty Ash: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E</a>
[6/7/
Carole Thomas [June 8, 2014 - 4:10 am]: mcLuhan: Instead of scurrying into a corner and wailing about what media are doing to us, one should charge straight ahead and kick them in the electrodes
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 4:11 am]: Let me try that again:
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 4:12 am]: [6/7/2014 9:52:55 PM] Banazir: <a href="https://www.google.ca/?gws_rd=ssl#q=mrs.%20doubtfire%20recut%20as%20a%20horror%20movie" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.google.ca/?gws_rd=ssl#q=mrs.%20doubtfire%20recut%20as%20a%20horror%20movie</a>
Carole Thomas [June 8, 2014 - 4:12 am]: 'nother McLuhan:In television, images are projected at you. You are the screen. The images wrap around you. You are the vanishing point.
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 4:12 am]: [6/7/2014 10:03:00 PM] Dusty Ash: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E</a>
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 4:12 am]: [6/7/2014 11:27:56 PM] Dusty Ash: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E</a>
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 4:13 am]: [6/7/2014 11:27:56 PM] Dusty Ash: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfbbF3oxf-E</a>
[6/7/2014 11:35:15 PM] Dusty Ash: <a href="http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/09/14/dinosaur-deception-dinosaurs-never-existed-dinosaur-fossils-are-hoax-dinosaurs-scie" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/09/14/dinosaur-deception-dinosaurs-never-existed-dinosaur-fossils-are-hoax-dinosaurs-scie</a>
[6/7/2014 11:36:26 PM] Dusty Ash: <a href="http://shelf3d.com/s1XQ1YjSRmY#1987" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://shelf3d.com/s1XQ1YjSRmY#1987</a> Michael J. Fox Gail O' Grady Diet Pepsi Commercial
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 4:13 am]: [6/7/2014 11:38:55 PM] Jan Erik  Hansen: <a href="https://www.google.no/search?client=opera&#038;hs=dpD&#038;channel=suggest&#038;biw=1412&#038;bih=755&#038;tbm=isch&#038;sa=1&#038;q=long+chain+hydro+carbon&#038;oq=long+chain+hydro+carbon&#038;gs_l=img.12" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.google.no/search?client=opera&#038;hs=dpD&#038;channel=suggest&#038;biw=1412&#038;bih=755&#038;tbm=isch&#038;sa=1&#038;q=long+chain+hydro+carbon&#038;oq=long+chain+hydro+carbon&#038;gs_l=img.12</a>...23765.28955.0.33533.11.11.0.0.0.0.410.1230.8j1j4-1.10.0....0...1c.1.45.img..11.0.0.s5ipLQZpQnY
[6/7/2014 11:41:13 PM] Jan Erik  Hansen: <a href="http://www.enggcyclopedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/Cru" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.enggcyclopedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/Cru</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 8, 2014 - 12:18 pm]: Jungle Surfer reckons Princess Diana was a man.  Stop it.
Carole Thomas [June 8, 2014 - 1:23 pm]: ^:?
Jan Erik Hansen [June 8, 2014 - 1:28 pm]: East India Company How Business Works - Movie 'The Rising  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyWLKovag3g" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyWLKovag3g</a>
Carole Thomas [June 8, 2014 - 1:43 pm]: ^nice vid, Jan. Here's a good analysis of the Opium wars, "free trade" , addiction and business.<a href="http://www.teamuse.com/article_010502.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.teamuse.com/article_010502.html</a>
Carole Thomas [June 8, 2014 - 1:59 pm]: Women can have prominent Adam's apples too. <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVLNmd5EINc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVLNmd5EINc</a>
Carole Thomas [June 8, 2014 - 2:21 pm]: maybe this is tmi but interesting - Middle sexes <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWY2MWAmkSM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWY2MWAmkSM</a>
Carole Thomas [June 8, 2014 - 2:26 pm]: what I love about fakeologist is you discover things you never knew you never knew
ab [June 8, 2014 - 2:49 pm]: @Carole Thomas: the are known knowns, known unknowns, and unknown unknowns. <a href="http://youtu.be/GiPe1OiKQuk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/GiPe1OiKQuk</a>
Carole Thomas [June 8, 2014 - 3:09 pm]: Yeah, Ab, or even this one:<a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-NSyMTpkYI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-NSyMTpkYI</a> comments are priceless
ab [June 8, 2014 - 3:18 pm]: @Carole Thomas: I'll have to watch that movie
JohnnyClues [June 8, 2014 - 4:57 pm]: To Fakeologists, Sorry for my disappearing act recently, but I had some health issues arise that I had to sort out, Johnny is back(with a vengeance?)but doing much better lately (to be continued)
JohnnyClues [June 8, 2014 - 5:00 pm]: I'll be recording ep4 of JohnnyClues Live tonight@ 8:30pm EST, discussing media fakery, some youtuber vids and a few movies, for a few hrs(Ep3 of JC Live needs to be edited a bit still) If there are no guests, it will be a solo effort, thanks JC
JohnnyClues [June 8, 2014 - 6:06 pm]: "Two police officers killed in 'ambush' at Las Vegas Walmart by pair of gunmen who then killed themselves"   <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2652306/BREAKING-As-five-people-feared-dead-Las-Vegas-shooting.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2652306/BREAKING-As-five-people-feared-dead-Las-Vegas-shooting.html</a>   ... a quote from the "story"... "Sources told KSNV the gunmen ran into the the Cici's armed with rifles and bullet-proof vests at 11.27 a.m."
Tom-Dalpra [June 8, 2014 - 6:12 pm]: 103 users on line? Either the shit's hit the fan or the fans have hit the shit
Tom-Dalpra [June 8, 2014 - 6:12 pm]: excuse me
Tom-Dalpra [June 8, 2014 - 6:13 pm]: Johnny! Great to see you back mate
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 6:40 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: Looks like Peter brought all his friends.
Tom-Dalpra [June 8, 2014 - 6:42 pm]: haha. Mmm... All those Irish people...and an unusual smattering from around the world...interesting...what can we deduce?
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 6:42 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: either that or the leprechauns have found a new home...
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 6:44 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: we always knew they were "fake" anyways
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 6:44 pm]: "faken" leprechauns
Tom-Dalpra [June 8, 2014 - 6:45 pm]: another illusion shattered
ab [June 8, 2014 - 6:49 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: yes the Irish children psyOp post is garnering huge attention. I may have to read my own forum to see what it's about.:-)
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 6:49 pm]: 3 more... they are multiplying... from 13 to 16
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 6:53 pm]: Irish church under fire over childrenâ€™s mass grave - looks they are looking for donations.  Nothing like an occult number of dead babies to stir the emotions of the people to open their wallets.
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 6:55 pm]: Hurt dead babies - truly the most powerful tool to the psyop production team.
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 6:57 pm]: Did I say hurt "fake" dead babies?
ab [June 8, 2014 - 7:08 pm]: @JohnnyClues: welcome back JC! Hope your show goes well. Walmart seems to be used for many hoaxes in the past days. Apparently their truck smacked Tracey Morgan - and their president apologized without even a pause! Perhaps look into the Irish Tuam story - it seems to be blowing up right now
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 7:12 pm]: BREAKING NEWS:  In Karachi airport attack, 'hunt for terrorists on'
Militant blew himself up in front of armored car
Videre Licet [June 8, 2014 - 7:14 pm]: Key word "terrorist" very similar to the word "leprechaun"
JohnnyClues [June 8, 2014 - 7:21 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  good to be back Tom, thanks man! btw, great appearance on the dustban show!
JohnnyClues [June 8, 2014 - 7:26 pm]: @ab: Thanks Ab! good to be back were the normies hang out, hoaxy month june is....I seen a vid about tracey morgan passing away, but didn't buy it for a second,  haven't heard anything about the irish Tuam story but been out of the loop for awhile, I will look into it, the show tonight should go good, Jan Erik might pop in, so its bound to be a success with that massive brain joining me
Banazir Galbasi [June 8, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: @Ab: Don't forget the unknown knowns. 8o
ab [June 8, 2014 - 7:57 pm]: <a href="https://twitter.com/boucherhayes/status/475737052487876608" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://twitter.com/boucherhayes/status/475737052487876608</a> this is the tweet that is causing all the traffic. Twitter is quite big I suppose. I'll have to start watching it again (I've ignored it for months)
JohnnyClues [June 8, 2014 - 9:14 pm]: starting ep4 with jan erik, if anyone wants to join in, feel welcome to do so, if you don't have my Skype it's john.e.see  add me if you want /.....thanks JC
Jan Erik Hansen [June 8, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: I am on with Jonny. Anybody can join on the call ! :-D  :important:
Jan Erik Hansen [June 8, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: <a href="http://www.google.no/url?sa=t&#038;rct=j&#038;q=&#038;esrc=s&#038;source=web&#038;cd=10&#038;ved=0CIABEBYwCQ&#038;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwps.pearsoncustom.com%2Fwps%2Fmedia%2Fobjects%2F2429%2F2487430%2Fpdfs%2Flippmann.pdf&#038;ei=PxKVU9vOGcLfOsnCgbAL&#038;usg=AFQjCNEiA0WN1JOVS_itfSe4eCkb01-2XA&#038;bvm=bv.68445247,d.ZWU" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.google.no/url?sa=t&#038;rct=j&#038;q=&#038;esrc=s&#038;source=web&#038;cd=10&#038;ved=0CIABEBYwCQ&#038;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwps.pearsoncustom.com%2Fwps%2Fmedia%2Fobjects%2F2429%2F2487430%2Fpdfs%2Flippmann.pdf&#038;ei=PxKVU9vOGcLfOsnCgbAL&#038;usg=AFQjCNEiA0WN1JOVS_itfSe4eCkb01-2XA&#038;bvm=bv.68445247,d.ZWU</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 8, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: The Gay Bomb: <a href="http://matrixbob.wordpress.com/2014/06/08/us-military-considered-creating-a-bomb-to-turn-people-gay-video/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://matrixbob.wordpress.com/2014/06/08/us-military-considered-creating-a-bomb-to-turn-people-gay-video/</a>
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:49 am]: The Psychological Assault 

The September 11, 2001 attack has all of the hallmarks of a psychological operation (psy-op). It appears to have been engineered to produce shock and fear in the populace while limiting the number of immediate casualties to several thousand people. The perpetrators counted on psychological numbing to insert the Osama bin Laden attack legend. The attack itself is so unbe
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:49 am]: The attack itself is so unbelievable that it induces a suspension of disbelief, which causes the victim (of the psy-op) to overlook huge gaps in the official story.
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:49 am]: Suspension of disbelief is accomplished by several means. 
â€¢The scale of the attack, combined with its shocking targeting of the country's capital and largest city, demanded a suspension of disbelief just to grasp the basic facts.
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:50 am]: â€¢The resemblance of the attack to a movie triggered the conditioned suspension of disbelief people have developed for watching horror and science fiction movies. â—¦The attack unfolded over a period of about two hours, the length of a feature-length movie.
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:50 am]: â—¦The attack consisted of a series of assaults, evenly distributed over the two-hour period, where the shockingness of each assault increased up to the climax of the tower explosions. Media reports filled out the plot-line with ongoing developments in the story of the hijackers and the repetition of imagery of the assaults.
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:50 am]: â—¦The attack targeted Manhattan and the Pentagon, two of the most popular targets for invaders in science fiction movies.
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:51 am]: â€¢The repetition of themes (memes) by trusted news sources made them believable despite their occurrence being completely unprecedented.
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:51 am]: â—¦Buildings hit by planes underwent total or partial collapses (three times). 
â—¦Hijackers took over jetliners with primitive weapons (four times). 
â—¦Top officials were clueless or couldn't decide what to do in all cases.
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:53 am]: They make these stories so unbelievable because it causes the victim (of the psy-op) to overlook huge gaps in the official story. 8o8o8o8o8o:o)8o8o8o8o8o
Videre Licet [June 9, 2014 - 1:55 am]: <a href="http://911review.com/reason.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://911review.com/reason.html</a>
PeterShea [June 9, 2014 - 8:23 am]: when 'one' shall awaken videre, the huge gaps and unbelievability to all previous stories come into clear focus and the bullshit is laid bare for all to see. I still think that this is all about facilitating the raising of our consciousness as we prepare to enter a new golden age.
PeterShea [June 9, 2014 - 8:23 am]: :favorite:
PeterShea [June 9, 2014 - 8:25 am]: hey JC. it is good to see you back and stronger than ever, I am sure.
PeterShea [June 9, 2014 - 8:32 am]: we are spiritual beings. as long as you claim to be the legal name (which is crown copyright intellectual property (see your birth certificate)), you are engaged in fraud, have no stading and are 'trading' your immortal soul for a paper dead fiction. not a good thing to do. Babylon is fallen. <a href="http://kateofgaia.wordpress.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://kateofgaia.wordpress.com/</a> the name fraud is the key to the game.
PeterShea [June 9, 2014 - 8:33 am]: later, my friends.
JohnnyClues [June 9, 2014 - 10:17 am]: @PeterShea: thanks Peter
JohnnyClues [June 9, 2014 - 10:30 am]: just when I thought it couldn't get stranger, we now have "slenderman" related killings??" some type of mythical Putz stalking kids? sounds more like a pedophile to me... seems this is the 2nd "story" related to an alleged killing brought on to satisfy this shadowy mythical assmunch beings lust for death?? mmmmmk!  (2 very short vids - 1st one is some cgi shit walking up a wall, 2nd one is s
JohnnyClues [June 9, 2014 - 10:30 am]: <a href="http://news.ninemsn.com.au/sitecore/content/news/news/world/2014/06/09/14/34/slenderman-linked-to-second-stabbing-attack" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.ninemsn.com.au/sitecore/content/news/news/world/2014/06/09/14/34/slenderman-linked-to-second-stabbing-attack</a>
JohnnyClues [June 9, 2014 - 10:35 am]: here was the first "slenderman" (ahem) "story" about some alleged kids throwing their life away for something made up from rainbows and a-holes .... the mythical jackass has a taste for death that is unquenchable! or so they tell us...  (vid by Max Malone exposing this "story")    <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J22lHvDIq3g" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J22lHvDIq3g</a>
columjaddica [June 9, 2014 - 3:13 pm]: The Slenderman meme originated or was popularized on 4chan.org. The psyops from that corner of the internet keep on coming. The founder/owner of 4chan, Christopher Poole (aka Moot), had a failed internet start-up a few years ago (Canv.as). The money men for that failed $3.6M investment include Kenneth Lerer (Lerer Ventures, Everytown for Gun Safety advisor, HuffoPo co-founder, StopTheNra founder)
columjaddica [June 9, 2014 - 3:14 pm]: Ron Conway (SV Angel, Board Member Sandy Hook Promise). Other investors included "Founder Collective" which includes people with links to Rahm Emmanuel, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley.
columjaddica [June 9, 2014 - 3:15 pm]: Justin Borque appears to have posted a threat to 4chan before his alleged rampage
columjaddica [June 9, 2014 - 3:19 pm]: It's been rumored that 4chan is served from a government datacenter (some, or all boards, depending on who you ask) ever since this Superbowl threat in 2006. <a href="http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&#038;sid=aVpJWbr6YesA&#038;refer=home" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&#038;sid=aVpJWbr6YesA&#038;refer=home</a>              I should probably make a thread on the forum listing some of the psyops centered around that community because it's pretty interesting and funny
columjaddica [June 9, 2014 - 3:39 pm]: Apparently the "White Supremacists" from the Nevada Walmart shooting liked to dress up like superheroes and wait for it.... Slenderman! <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxm7RCjpB6E" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxm7RCjpB6E</a>                      This Nevada psyop is one of the silliest so far, nothing about the story makes sense.
columjaddica [June 9, 2014 - 3:47 pm]: One of the witnesses cited from the Nevada psyop (in national news sources) has a Twitter full of all sorts of interesting garbage. He authored a book titles "Lies We Tell", tweeted "I hope I get shot" before the shooting, and can't remember that he was at a Walmart, not a Target. <a href="http://imgur.com/Atlffcv" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://imgur.com/Atlffcv</a> <a href="https://twitter.com/thekarlcatarata" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://twitter.com/thekarlcatarata</a>
columjaddica [June 9, 2014 - 3:55 pm]: Correction: "Somebody shoot me" not "I hope I get shot"
Shane [June 9, 2014 - 4:46 pm]: The Walmart truck driver tweeted this before apparently hitting Tracy Morgan: "Trying to win more than lose! Driving trucks for a living it's my road move or get hit! #Walmart  <a href="http://assets.nydailynews.com/polopoly_fs/1.1822256.1402285224!/img/httpImage/image.jpg_gen/derivatives/article_970/graphic-tmorgan-0608.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://assets.nydailynews.com/polopoly_fs/1.1822256.1402285224!/img/httpImage/image.jpg_gen/derivatives/article_970/graphic-tmorgan-0608.jpg</a>
Shane [June 9, 2014 - 4:47 pm]: Tracy Morgan tweeted this on June 3rd:  "Dover downs I'm coming with truck loads of funny Delaware stand up get those tix while u can baby!!!!!"    <a href="https://twitter.com/RealTracyMorgan/status/473957371706740737" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://twitter.com/RealTracyMorgan/status/473957371706740737</a>
JohnnyClues [June 9, 2014 - 4:50 pm]: Las Vegas shooting....One shooter dressed up as...."the Joker" (insert "da da da daaaaa" music here)  <a href="http://www.jrn.com/ktnv/news/Alleged-cop-killers-in-Las-Vegas-have-been-identified-262407401.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.jrn.com/ktnv/news/Alleged-cop-killers-in-Las-Vegas-have-been-identified-262407401.html</a>
JohnnyClues [June 9, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: las vegas shooting/Bundy Ranch Tie In... "The married couple who police say killed three people in Las Vegas, including two officers, had been kicked off a ranch where anti-government protesters faced down federal agents earlier this year, rancher Cliven Bundy's son said Monday."  <a href="http://abc13.com/news/third-victim-in-las-vegas-shooting-tried-to-stop-the-killers/104285/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://abc13.com/news/third-victim-in-las-vegas-shooting-tried-to-stop-the-killers/104285/</a>
aralsea [June 9, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: Obama is just a regular guy <a href="http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2014/06/09/obama-makes-a-starbucks-run/?hpt=po_c2" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2014/06/09/obama-makes-a-starbucks-run/?hpt=po_c2</a>
aralsea [June 9, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: Hoax busters call cancelled tonight, but hopefully it will be back soon. Get better Chris :)
Jan Erik Hansen [June 10, 2014 - 12:19 am]: Las Vegas Shooting - Too Many Jokers! False Flag?   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyBmn5Qt4EQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyBmn5Qt4EQ</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 10, 2014 - 12:59 am]: Hoax Acting Compilation - Find Steve  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1ijl1gl0vE" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1ijl1gl0vE</a>
freetofindtruth [June 10, 2014 - 1:28 am]: Any New York citizens around?  You might get a kick here.  <a href="http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.com/2014/06/33-new-york-senator-charles-schumer-and.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.com/2014/06/33-new-york-senator-charles-schumer-and.html</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 10, 2014 - 4:12 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVRQK58jrbw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVRQK58jrbw</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 10, 2014 - 4:16 am]: <a href="http://www.radio4all.net/index.php/program/75689" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.radio4all.net/index.php/program/75689</a>
Carole Thomas [June 10, 2014 - 11:58 am]: @ab - you get a mention on this page, and M arkus Allen too! <a href="http://theunhivedmind.com/UHM/answering-a-critic-of-the-unhived-mind/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://theunhivedmind.com/UHM/answering-a-critic-of-the-unhived-mind/</a>
Carole Thomas [June 10, 2014 - 1:17 pm]: @Jan: "We scientists", and "The Brain Explained" <a href="http://thejohncleese.com/forum/discussion/78/helpful-bank-manager-sketch/p1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://thejohncleese.com/forum/discussion/78/helpful-bank-manager-sketch/p1</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 1:52 pm]: There's so much to look at!
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 1:53 pm]: aghhhhh!!!!
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 1:53 pm]: keep it simple
Banazir Galbasi [June 10, 2014 - 2:01 pm]: I thought it was Keep It Simple Stupid? :?
Carole Thomas [June 10, 2014 - 2:29 pm]: anyone listened to the latest No Agenda? They talk of lists and the " Completion urge" . maybe we should have a fakeologist list? Top 10 psyops. Top 7 shills.  Top 3 pretentious-sounding fake-related concepts . any
Carole Thomas [June 10, 2014 - 2:30 pm]: Game is on:)
Carole Thomas [June 10, 2014 - 2:33 pm]: One of the top 10 quotes: Nietzsche:
â€œWith all great deceivers there is a noteworthy occurrence to which they owe their power. In the actual act of deception they are overcome by belief in themselves: it is this which then speaks so miraculously and compellingly to those who surround them.â€�
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 3:08 pm]: I use 'keep it simple'. You can keep the official Banazir :-)
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 3:08 pm]: versuion
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 3:09 pm]: I'm back on the drink
Carole Thomas [June 10, 2014 - 3:41 pm]: cheers:)
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 3:53 pm]: cheers Carole - Mine's a large cool sweet one. I do miss the relief of alcohol but I can't actually remember the feeling of being intoxicated now. The memory is detached. 5 years.
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 3:54 pm]: just read your aha moments - post in the forums. cheers :D
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 3:56 pm]: for the stimulating discourse, is all I mean
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 4:30 pm]: A bit like understanding the feeling of voluntary disbelief I used to have in the mainstream media.
Tom-Dalpra [June 10, 2014 - 4:34 pm]: sometimes I start gabbling on the chat and I think...''I wish I hadn't''. Incoherent.
JohnnyClues [June 10, 2014 - 8:02 pm]: "It's Raining Hoaxes - Spring Offensive - Game Changer"  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRejWmGEdi0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRejWmGEdi0</a>
JohnnyClues [June 10, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: Is there something "fishy" going on in "Troutdale" Oregon? Yet another alleged shooting, in this short vid, here are the top 3 things I see... 1. Water Bottles 2. Badges 3. Smiling Faces (something funny?)  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lo5tZPhATHM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lo5tZPhATHM</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 11, 2014 - 12:46 am]: 666=9
Jan Erik Hansen [June 11, 2014 - 12:47 am]: 666=9
Jan Erik Hansen [June 11, 2014 - 12:47 am]: 666=9
Jan Erik Hansen [June 11, 2014 - 12:47 am]: 666=9
Jan Erik Hansen [June 11, 2014 - 12:47 am]: 666=9
Jan Erik Hansen [June 11, 2014 - 1:24 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbz1RDmID2A" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbz1RDmID2A</a>
Carole Thomas [June 11, 2014 - 1:37 am]: :( Quite a few links like Jan's one above about 666 don't open for me. is it the same for everybody or is it just Germany?btw -a nice math tidbit - the sum of the first 144 (= (6+6)Â·(6+6)) digits of pi is 666.
Carole Thomas [June 11, 2014 - 1:40 am]: If you write the first 6 Roman numerals, in order from largest to smallest, you get 666:

DCLXVI = 666.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 11, 2014 - 2:53 am]: @Carole Thomas:  My PC acted up thats why :D
Rollo [June 11, 2014 - 3:10 am]: Sure Sure Jan....Listen to "Iron Maidens"....number of the beast.......1982........A11 good guys and gals.....
Carole Thomas [June 11, 2014 - 3:11 am]: @Jan I think it is the GEMA. it's very powerful here and vetos clips with certain soundtracks <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gesellschaft_f%C3%BCr_musikalische_Auff%C3%BChrungs-_und_mechanische_Vervielf%C3%A4ltigungsrechte" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gesellschaft_f%C3%BCr_musikalische_Auff%C3%BChrungs-_und_mechanische_Vervielf%C3%A4ltigungsrechte</a>
Rollo [June 11, 2014 - 3:12 am]: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6J-MO5OhINI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6J-MO5OhINI</a>
Rollo [June 11, 2014 - 3:18 am]: ...and remember Fakeologists...time spent on this isn't Wasted Years...<a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Eyh73zD5ZQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Eyh73zD5ZQ</a>
Rollo [June 11, 2014 - 3:35 am]: Jan....this is 4 U...one of ym favourite propoganda filums....<a href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0405094/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0405094/</a>
ab [June 11, 2014 - 8:35 am]: @Rollo: Thanks that's my kind of movie.
ab [June 11, 2014 - 8:36 am]: @Carole Thomas: great work with your posts ... can you do an audio with me?
ab [June 11, 2014 - 9:09 am]: Lots of chatter about today being 6/11 and a Chicago event. Let's watch.
ab [June 11, 2014 - 1:58 pm]: Today feedly and evernote are under DDOS attack. Two services I use! nice! Internet is so vulnerable - keep your data local.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 11, 2014 - 1:58 pm]: @Carole Thomas:  My PC acted up thats why :D
Rollo [June 11, 2014 - 3:14 pm]: @Carole Thomas: My PC acted up thats why
Rollo [June 11, 2014 - 3:14 pm]: Mine T00
Rollo [June 11, 2014 - 3:15 pm]: My Asshole has been fucked with two much........
Rollo [June 11, 2014 - 3:15 pm]: no lubricant
Shady Pica [June 11, 2014 - 4:30 pm]: <a href="http://www.foxnews.com/world/2014/06/11/iraqi-official-says-authorities-determined-to-recapture-city-overrun-by/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.foxnews.com/world/2014/06/11/iraqi-official-says-authorities-determined-to-recapture-city-overrun-by/</a>  Maybe some symbolism here... General "Jackin" maybe?  This is such a load of shit - they show the soldiers scampering to coincide with their fake story.  Again we hear all types of fighting about Al Queda but no one knows where they are? Are they setting the stage for a more military
Shady Pica [June 11, 2014 - 4:38 pm]: Operations?  Every day I hear the scary Islamists are coming to get us. All you have to do is just pay attention to the programming and you can see its false
Carole Thomas [June 11, 2014 - 5:43 pm]: @ab will PM you:)
JohnnyClues [June 11, 2014 - 6:19 pm]: Moncton Rambo....at the end of this clip(@18 seconds, to be precise) isn't this an odd thing to show considering they could of showed anything? I see the all seeing eye shtick going on... <a href="https://ca.news.yahoo.com/video/moncton-shooters-neighbours-shaken-143400663.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://ca.news.yahoo.com/video/moncton-shooters-neighbours-shaken-143400663.html</a>
JohnnyClues [June 11, 2014 - 6:22 pm]: Las Vegas Shooting...(@ the :49 second area, when they show Jerod (supposedly) at the bundy ranch, I see greenscreen effect....no?  <a href="https://ca.news.yahoo.com/video/las-vegas-shooters-troubling-history-012700468.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://ca.news.yahoo.com/video/las-vegas-shooters-troubling-history-012700468.html</a>
JohnnyClues [June 11, 2014 - 6:36 pm]: Yaletown Vancouver shooting ( short vid, interesting words)  <a href="https://ca.news.yahoo.com/video/major-police-operation-yaletown-shooting-033357754.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://ca.news.yahoo.com/video/major-police-operation-yaletown-shooting-033357754.html</a>
JohnnyClues [June 11, 2014 - 6:46 pm]: Yaletown Vancouver Shooting Witness(son of Real Housewife of Vancouver Mary Zilba - so called "reality tv")  (big smile at the start?...odd, also,....."1199" sparked my interest)....  <a href="https://ca.news.yahoo.com/video/yaletown-shooting-witness-raw-234600546.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://ca.news.yahoo.com/video/yaletown-shooting-witness-raw-234600546.html</a>
aralsea [June 11, 2014 - 7:48 pm]: Great episode 111 with Blue Moon recommended! The Hitler analysis was very interesting...
ab [June 11, 2014 - 8:56 pm]: @aralsea: thanks I've never heard anything like his analysis - that's why I think he's right
ab [June 11, 2014 - 8:57 pm]: @Carole Thomas: good stuff
Tom-Dalpra [June 11, 2014 - 9:08 pm]: @aralsea: @ab: yep, enjoying the show again. @videre hi licet
Videre Licet [June 11, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: heya Tom
Tom-Dalpra [June 11, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: @Videre Licet: hey how you doin?
Videre Licet [June 11, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: Simply FABULOUS!
Videre Licet [June 11, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: you?
Tom-Dalpra [June 11, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: Marvelous. Somewhat fatigued, but it is 2:30am
Videre Licet [June 11, 2014 - 9:33 pm]: Hey but your on California time... It is only dinner time  here.  You still have a few more hours. :D
Tom-Dalpra [June 11, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: yeh, sure.
Tom-Dalpra [June 11, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: :o)
Videre Licet [June 11, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: @JohnnyClues:  Definitely catching the green effect on the faux bundy ranch footage.
Tom-Dalpra [June 11, 2014 - 9:38 pm]: where you looking?
Tom-Dalpra [June 11, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: I'm getting an audio up and nodding off to fakeology...night...9/11 was an inside joob, by the way.
Tom-Dalpra [June 11, 2014 - 9:42 pm]: an inside goo goo ga joob
JohnnyClues [June 11, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: Troutdale Oregon Shooting (set up looking) interview.... <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSqY1W1gRQc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSqY1W1gRQc</a>
JohnnyClues [June 11, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: Troutdale Oregon Shooting (set up looking) interview, full version... <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMiHWQZC-xk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMiHWQZC-xk</a>     Happy Ending Heart string yanking "Propaganda" imo
JohnnyClues [June 11, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: nice "hooters" tshirt there Biff !   "give a hoot ,don't pollute.....your propaganda!"
JohnnyClues [June 11, 2014 - 10:49 pm]: @Videre Licet: Thanks, never too sure, but "the joker" sure looks to me like he is in front of a greenscreen....btw....lotta jerad or jerod or Jared in suspicious stories all a sudden, Loughner, then this las vegas schmoo, and another recent one had the shooter as jared, cant remember which shooting though, suspiciousness is a dime a dozen nowadays
Videre Licet [June 11, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: rofl:  <a href="http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/177071/Santa_Barbara_Shooting_Hoax_Actor_Richard_Martinez_EXPOSED_MUST_SEE/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/177071/Santa_Barbara_Shooting_Hoax_Actor_Richard_Martinez_EXPOSED_MUST_SEE/</a>
Videre Licet [June 11, 2014 - 11:15 pm]: Man!~  I need a good laugh like that more often.
JohnnyClues [June 11, 2014 - 11:49 pm]: @Videre Licet:  Hilariously bad acting indeed......I found the recent "jared" named alleged shooter, it's the Fishy Troutdale  shooting, a Mormon(similar situation as Moncton Rambo) also, we had a Hitler reference, not like I haven't seen this episode before....<a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2655421/Oregon-gunman-killed-14-year-old-locker-room-taking-life-named-Jared-Padgett-15-police" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2655421/Oregon-gunman-killed-14-year-old-locker-room-taking-life-named-Jared-Padgett-15-police</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 12, 2014 - 12:30 am]: Simultaneous drug busts in Canada: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/drugs-importing-into-canada/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/drugs-importing-into-canada/</a>
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 12:57 am]: What would it take to get a lawyer to craft some complaints to the F.C.C.?  Hoaxing not against the law? Shit, with the right language, almost anything can be against the law. F.C.C. 'hoax rule' technically, on the books. 
<a href="http://transition.fcc.gov/eb/broadcast/hoaxes.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://transition.fcc.gov/eb/broadcast/hoaxes.html</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 12, 2014 - 1:18 am]: Exposing the Anti-Christ (R$E)
Jan Erik Hansen [June 12, 2014 - 1:18 am]: Exposing the Anti-Christ  (R$E)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbYDZBpSytM
Jan Erik Hansen [June 12, 2014 - 1:19 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbYDZBpSytM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbYDZBpSytM</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 12, 2014 - 7:46 am]: this one made me laughhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BGAkd2R8oU
Tom-Dalpra [June 12, 2014 - 7:46 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BGAkd2R8oU" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BGAkd2R8oU</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 12, 2014 - 7:49 am]: 8) sorry! - here! - <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BGAkd2R8oU" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BGAkd2R8oU</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 12, 2014 - 7:50 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BGAkd2R8oU" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BGAkd2R8oU</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 12, 2014 - 9:18 am]: that went well...please excuse the accidental spam and youtube jesse bionic boy sandy hook for a well cut piss-take
psyopticon [June 12, 2014 - 9:21 am]: @wolfman9  The chair of the FCC is probably a sim!
Shady Pica [June 12, 2014 - 9:43 am]: @wolfman9: I think you raise excellent questions about FCC. However, I would think the institution is even more controlled than the media. Also by the same scum.
Shady Pica [June 12, 2014 - 9:48 am]: Also I really don't think they have a high regard for any laws that we have to abide by. They can pretty much do as they please as evidenced by the onslaught of fake shooting and al queda stories. They create their own evidence to support the laws that will benefit them and their agenda.
Shady Pica [June 12, 2014 - 9:48 am]: They are clearly acting in concert
Shady Pica [June 12, 2014 - 9:59 am]: If they did abide by the laws in the U.S...., surely a sedition charge would be in order.  There are likely a host of other charges that could follow. But again, they run the show and make the rules. Just like a family that sticks together and will turn a blind eye when one of their own commits a transgression
Shane [June 12, 2014 - 11:28 am]: 22 jump street movie poster with occult numerology:  <a href="http://ia.media-imdb.com/images/M/MV5BMTcwNzAxMDU1M15BMl5BanBnXkFtZTgwNDE2NTU1MTE@._V1_SX214_AL_.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://ia.media-imdb.com/images/M/MV5BMTcwNzAxMDU1M15BMl5BanBnXkFtZTgwNDE2NTU1MTE@._V1_SX214_AL_.jpg</a>
Shane [June 12, 2014 - 11:30 am]: I guess the guns represent an 11? Then you add that to the 22 to get 33?
JohnnyClues [June 12, 2014 - 1:00 pm]: " Phoenix Priest Shot Dead, Another Wounded at Catholic Church".... <a href="http://news.ca.msn.com/top-stories/phoenix-priest-shot-dead-another-wounded-at-catholic-church" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.ca.msn.com/top-stories/phoenix-priest-shot-dead-another-wounded-at-catholic-church</a>
JohnnyClues [June 12, 2014 - 1:13 pm]: " CN freight train derails near Faust, Alberta " ... <a href="http://globalnews.ca/news/1389413/cn-freight-train-derails-in-faust-alberta/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://globalnews.ca/news/1389413/cn-freight-train-derails-in-faust-alberta/</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 12, 2014 - 3:10 pm]: Westboro Baptist Church: illuminati PSY-OP (R$E) <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKVaM-idQzo" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKVaM-idQzo</a>
JohnnyClues [June 12, 2014 - 4:11 pm]: "Las Vegas police release disturbing video of cop killers' last moments " but I prefer to call this vid..."ahem...bullshit!"...  <a href="http://www.latimes.com/nation/nationnow/la-na-las-vegas-shooting-video-20140611-story.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.latimes.com/nation/nationnow/la-na-las-vegas-shooting-video-20140611-story.html</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 12, 2014 - 4:31 pm]: <a href="http://www.oldthinkernews.com/2010/08/the-age-of-treason-1958-book-exposes-chemical-attack-on-humanity/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.oldthinkernews.com/2010/08/the-age-of-treason-1958-book-exposes-chemical-attack-on-humanity/</a>
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 5:04 pm]: @Shady Pica: You are probably right. It is interesting how they word the 'rule', as long as it does not damage property, endanger the 'public' or waste emergency resources could probably be interpreted a zillion different ways and  seems to be rather vague. Oh well, I am still optimistic that we can live in a more honest world. I for one, feel that humanity can handle the truth!
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 5:05 pm]: All the phoniness is getting old and tired. I don't think it can last forever..
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 5:09 pm]: 'Media fakery' is a chink in their armor. The whole damn house of cards seems to be held up by it.
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 5:14 pm]: 'No man is an island but, I often feel alone. So, I find peace through, 'OOOOOOMMMMMM'.'
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 5:15 pm]: What is life? <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvaxamJyTro" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvaxamJyTro</a> ;) Temet nosce!
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 5:17 pm]: 'Oh my god, and I pray. What's going on?' <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZ5LpwO-An4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZ5LpwO-An4</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 12, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: Equality for all restrooms: <a href="http://www.am730.ca/syn/112/38916/vancou" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.am730.ca/syn/112/38916/vancou</a>  Until all are one...
Banazir Galbasi [June 12, 2014 - 5:43 pm]: Agenda 21 is taking full effect in Vancouver and its gonna be great because its not gonna cost a thing! <a href="http://www.am730.ca/syn/112/38977/30-year-transit-plan-revealed-by-metro-vancouver-mayors" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.am730.ca/syn/112/38977/30-year-transit-plan-revealed-by-metro-vancouver-mayors</a>  Oh wait nevermind they're gonna tax the shit out of us.
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 8:11 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onwmqVBCFbk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onwmqVBCFbk</a>
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: What do you think is up with all these athletes , singers and other celebrities admitting to having symptoms of Multiple Personality Disorder/Dissociative Identity Disorder? Do you think they really experience this or, are they just weaving a tale for public consumption? Like, are these just adverts for M.P.D./D.I.D? <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uYzkr4Phug&#038;list=UUvr1sUC-AnK0cJlWvHpqmlA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uYzkr4Phug&#038;list=UUvr1sUC-AnK0cJlWvHpqmlA</a>
or e bil [June 12, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen:  re: the Westboro Baptist Church...  I'm glad this was finally brought up.  I don't doubt that the events they protested were all staged events as well, such as the Paul Walker funeral  <a href="http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/gossip/westboro-baptist-church-vows-picket-paul-walker-funeral-article-1.1536041" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/gossip/westboro-baptist-church-vows-picket-paul-walker-funeral-article-1.1536041</a>
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: Seems to have served them well or, do they want us to think that's what it takes to be successful?
JohnnyClues [June 12, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: " Operation: Divide and Conquer! "... <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqerUf_MLGc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqerUf_MLGc</a>
wolfman9 [June 12, 2014 - 11:06 pm]: Tin foil makes a really nice hat, looking good on me and my cat! <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWFXEn-4BBM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWFXEn-4BBM</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 12, 2014 - 11:21 pm]: Help for the slow Gematria fan: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/is-mathematics-our-reality/#post-9989" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/is-mathematics-our-reality/#post-9989</a>
columjaddica [June 13, 2014 - 4:03 am]: Discovery.com is writing about some no-planes theory that's going around. I'm not sure exactly what clip they are referring to and why it's "debunked". Anybody know what this is about? <a href="http://news.discovery.com/history/us-history/9-11-conspiracies-social-media-and-their-enduring-appeal-140612.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.discovery.com/history/us-history/9-11-conspiracies-social-media-and-their-enduring-appeal-140612.htm</a>
ab [June 13, 2014 - 5:32 am]: Great quote Ban: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/06/11/covering-a-vicsim-glitch/#comment-4395" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/06/11/covering-a-vicsim-glitch/#comment-4395</a>
ab [June 13, 2014 - 5:32 am]: @columjaddica: I don't know I posted on it
JohnnyClues [June 13, 2014 - 9:56 am]: Just another coincidence that Matthew De Grood (Calgary Alleged Stabbing) and Justin Bourque (Moncton Rambo Alleged Shooting) BOTH quote Megadeth songs??? I smell more suspiciousness, put that in the red flag box of clues (links to follow)
JohnnyClues [June 13, 2014 - 9:56 am]: <a href="http://metronews.ca/news/1004950/accused-killer-posted-megadeth-lyrics-on-facebook-before-mass-stabbing/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://metronews.ca/news/1004950/accused-killer-posted-megadeth-lyrics-on-facebook-before-mass-stabbing/</a>
JohnnyClues [June 13, 2014 - 9:57 am]: <a href="http://www.metalsucks.net/2014/06/05/canadian-killer-justin-bourque-quotes-megadeths-hook-mouth-hours-shooting-spree/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.metalsucks.net/2014/06/05/canadian-killer-justin-bourque-quotes-megadeths-hook-mouth-hours-shooting-spree/</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 13, 2014 - 10:06 am]: @or e bil: My theses is this : TPTB are setting up a new world religion based on Gaia worship. AS AGENDA 21 to serv yheir goal of voulentary servitude to save the planet under the CLUB OF ROME agenda for neo feudalism. The herd wil wilingly comly ! And al the old religions are out the window in the new paradigme ! <a href="https://archive.org/details/TheFirstGlobalRevolution" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://archive.org/details/TheFirstGlobalRevolution</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 13, 2014 - 10:09 am]: My theses is this : TPTB are setting up a new world religion based on Gaia worship. AS AGENDA 21 to serv their goal of Voluntary servitude to save the planet under the CLUB OF ROME agenda for neo feudalism. The herd wil wilingly comply ! And al the old religions are out the window in the new paradigme !
Jan Erik Hansen [June 13, 2014 - 10:10 am]: <a href="http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/servitude" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/servitude</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 13, 2014 - 10:14 am]: This is the state of affaires we are under sentral goverment :     Servitude is the state of being completely submissive to and controlled by someone more powerful.

    When a person caters to every whim and need of another, this person is an example of someone who would be described as in servitude.
JohnnyClues [June 13, 2014 - 12:02 pm]: Yaletown Vancouver Alleged Shooting Update....I see many same aspects, of past suspicious stories in this article, same 'ol same 'ol.... probably will talk a bit about this on ep#5... <a href="http://news.ca.msn.com/local/britishcolumbia/gerald-battersby-before-yaletown-shooting-they-took-away-my-dignity" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.ca.msn.com/local/britishcolumbia/gerald-battersby-before-yaletown-shooting-they-took-away-my-dignity</a>
Shady Pica [June 13, 2014 - 1:10 pm]: <a href="http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/single-engine-plane-crashes-suny-purchase-campus-westchester-report-article-1.1828480" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/single-engine-plane-crashes-suny-purchase-campus-westchester-report-article-1.1828480</a>
Shady Pica [June 13, 2014 - 1:11 pm]: spooky Friday the 13th death?  is hanging out with the one who was supposedly eaten by cannibals?
Shady Pica [June 13, 2014 - 1:14 pm]: it looks to me like the parts were placed at the scene - why are there no photos of the fuselage?  if its burnt up, why no photos?  It happened "minutes" after take-off.
Shady Pica [June 13, 2014 - 1:20 pm]: <a href="http://www.oregonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2014/06/oregon_school_shooting_ginny_b.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.oregonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2014/06/oregon_school_shooting_ginny_b.html</a>
Shady Pica [June 13, 2014 - 1:24 pm]: just one example of how they are using the fake shootings to introduce more legislation to better control the citizens
columjaddica [June 13, 2014 - 5:40 pm]: <a href="http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/jun/13/earth-may-have-underground-ocean-three-times-that-on-surface" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/jun/13/earth-may-have-underground-ocean-three-times-that-on-surface</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 13, 2014 - 7:56 pm]: 'The water is locked up in a mineral called ringwoodite about 660km '
Banazir Galbasi [June 13, 2014 - 8:40 pm]: Video of a house on fire that's about to fall off a cliff: <a href="http://www.ctvnews.ca/video?playlistId=1.1867609" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.ctvnews.ca/video?playlistId=1.1867609</a> Interesting how the helicopter doesn't circle around the house. Video quality could have been better.
Banazir Galbasi [June 13, 2014 - 9:06 pm]: So Vancouver wants to implement a mileage tax now (or road pricing) <a href="http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/a-second-carbon-tax-good-luck-with-that/article19168648/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/a-second-carbon-tax-good-luck-with-that/article19168648/</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 13, 2014 - 9:06 pm]: Where the fuck are they getting the money for things like this? <a href="http://www.castanet.net/news/BC/117171/45-mil-aquarium-expansion" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.castanet.net/news/BC/117171/45-mil-aquarium-expansion</a>
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 1:11 am]: @Tom-Dalpra: Great interview with Ab on ep106 ! I listened to it today and I had never heard of this Sixto Rodriguez character ever, so I decided to watch "searching for sugar man" last night ....
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 1:14 am]: @Tom-Dalpra:  very interesting flick, afterwards I watched this clip you threw in the shownotes, which was telling in my view, as well as in the movie itself, many interesting quotes that made me think " oh this is bs"....it was an enjoyable movie, and a good script lol....I now wanna look more into this whole sixto rodriguez,  lol ...it has sparked my interest....
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 1:18 am]: @Tom-Dalpra:  your chat about about nirvana in ep106 was just getting interesting, maybe someday we can chat about music fakery, not that I am any kind of expert, but it would be fun, I enjoyed your chat with Ab, great stuff, i'll certainly have to take some time and read up on your threads in the forum, very good exposures with some classic humor,  anyway, Sixto, or whoever's music was enjoyabl
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 1:21 am]: whoops, forgot the clip I watched after the "movie".... <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoeIU2RW9FI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoeIU2RW9FI</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 14, 2014 - 2:20 am]: SANDY HOOK: Wolfgang Halbig is a LIAR  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecL-wP9-YXM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecL-wP9-YXM</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 14, 2014 - 2:42 am]: Joker-Vegas FAKE Part 2 - Jerad's Magic Blog and Its Owner  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-rA_Noemow&#038;list=UUlZ50s4vLWoaCD5JNAIjCqg&#038;index=1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-rA_Noemow&#038;list=UUlZ50s4vLWoaCD5JNAIjCqg&#038;index=1</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 14, 2014 - 6:20 am]: Frank Zappa &gt; Quotes &gt; Quotable Quote

 â€œThe illusion of freedom will continue as long as it's profitable to continue the illusion. At the point where the illusion becomes too expensive to maintain, they will just take down the scenery, they will pull back the curtains, they will move the tables and chairs out of the way and you will see the brick wall at the back of the theater.â€�
Jan Erik Hansen [June 14, 2014 - 6:24 am]: This is the way it chould have written :                     â€œThe illusion of freedom will continue as long as it's needed for TPTB to continue the illusion. At the point where the illusion is not serving the AGENDA, they will just take down the scenery, they will pull back the curtains, they will move the tables and chairs out of the way and you will see the brick wall at the back of the theat
Jan Erik Hansen [June 14, 2014 - 6:27 am]: <a href="http://lickmyweb.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/ernest-holmes1.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://lickmyweb.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/ernest-holmes1.jpg</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 10:29 am]: @JohnnyClues: Hey Johnny. Yes, that would be cool. See you for a chat soon hopefully.
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 10:32 am]: Enjoyed the show with Yan and Videre. I like your voice, it's like the older guy in 12 Angry Men. I'll do Henry Fonda. it'll make good radio.
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 11:42 am]: @Jan Erik Hansen:  great link Jan....here is part 1 of "Wolves(in sheep's clothing) Gang Of Lying Scum"  ...  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqC3c73XHX4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqC3c73XHX4</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 14, 2014 - 12:16 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  Sweet. I do this to help the felow paupers/workers to take a stand ! Not shure if it is making a diference. But my intet is PURE ! :-D
wolfman9 [June 14, 2014 - 12:43 pm]: Kim Kardashian and Kanye West's child is celebrating it's supposed 1st birthday tomorrow. That makes it's birthday 6-15-2013.  6, 1+5=6, 2+1+3=6. 666 Happy Birthday! &gt;:-D
wolfman9 [June 14, 2014 - 1:13 pm]: June 15 reminds me of another 15: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Devil_(Tarot_card)" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Devil_(Tarot_card)</a>
wolfman9 [June 14, 2014 - 1:17 pm]: @JohnnyClues: I read this article that made me think of the conversation about Luciferianism you had with Jan E., the other night. Cheers! <a href="http://www.conspiracyarchive.com/NewAge/Lucis_Trust.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.conspiracyarchive.com/NewAge/Lucis_Trust.htm</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 1:20 pm]: So...the troops leave Iraq and a new demon threatens to take control of the country. It's name? ISIS!
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 1:24 pm]: ''The USS George HW Bush and her more than 50 attack aircraft were available to conduct strikes against Islamic militants if ordered, '' - Some bullshit just keeps on running.
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 1:42 pm]: ''ISIS -  Isis was the first daughter of Geb, god of the Earth, and Nut, goddess of the Sky,'' - How suitable. Is ISIS the Islamist extremist group to take us forward? A new buzz-name that will run?  Certainly ISIS - mother of Horus -suggests they may be set to run, to me.
smj [June 14, 2014 - 1:43 pm]: the head of the demon is named abu bakr al baghdadi, he was supposedly released from camp bucca. bucca, as in ronald paul bucca, was one of the 78th floor super-firemen along with orio palmer on 911.
Banazir Galbasi [June 14, 2014 - 1:47 pm]: Cupping your hands: a sign of respect or a sign of bad acting and fakery? Odd picture: <a href="http://mondoweiss.net/2014/06/comes-downtown-ramallah.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://mondoweiss.net/2014/06/comes-downtown-ramallah.html</a>
smj [June 14, 2014 - 1:48 pm]: so the story goes, of course. not that it matters since the story is all that matters.
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 1:49 pm]: ron paul bucca haha
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 1:59 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi:  Nadime and Mohammedâ€™s death is their Sandy Hook.
Human Rights Watch has labeled Nadimeâ€™s death a war crime.
Israeli Ambassador Michael Oren was on CNN  - ' It was a deliberate act of misinformation . An invention of Pallywood, a drama staged by the Palestinian people to wrangle the world to their side, he said.' yes, some bullshit just runs and runs.
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 2:11 pm]: the Sandy Hook bit is a quote too. Not my take.
Banazir Galbasi [June 14, 2014 - 2:43 pm]: @Tom ;)
Banazir Galbasi [June 14, 2014 - 2:48 pm]: For Rollo or anyone interested in football (lets needlessly rename it soccer and pretend it doesnt exist over here...) <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=kp&#038;v=DlJEt2KU33I" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=kp&#038;v=DlJEt2KU33I</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 3:24 pm]: I was camping yesterday. I didn't stay in a tent, I stayed in a magnificent THING!
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 3:29 pm]: @wolfman9: thanks for the link Wolfman! i'll check It out. I was saving links a while ago, about mkultra, (to look into it more, because I just aint buying into it, gonna research into it more), so did some "mk ultra is a hoax" searches, and to my surprise, the blue screen of death came up, thankfully laptop is ok now, any thoughts on this subject?
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 4:43 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: cool, thanks...never seen 12 angry men but will add it to my list to watch....as for "ISIS"....what a shock!:)
Banazir Galbasi [June 14, 2014 - 7:04 pm]: @Tom: Thing #1 or Thing #2?
ab [June 14, 2014 - 8:02 pm]: Be sure to drop in early tomorrow for our next broadcast...good for Europeans anyway!
ab [June 14, 2014 - 8:21 pm]: don't forget backup site at fakeologist.wordpress.com with all its links at the top post
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 8:38 pm]: "ISIS analysis from Jungle Surfer"  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Skmqr1EnLgs" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Skmqr1EnLgs</a>
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 8:40 pm]: if anyone wants to chat tonight, I am able to do ep#5 of JC Live....Skype me @ john.e.see  or throw me a message here..thanks...JC
marksman [June 14, 2014 - 8:48 pm]: <a href="http://markmanual.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://markmanual.com</a> WORD UP!!!!!!
marksman [June 14, 2014 - 8:48 pm]: i am a controlled demolition
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: Well, since the man aka Ab Irato isn't broadcasting tonight, and I have some things (Hoaxes) to get off my chest, I will be broadcasting @ 9:30-ish pm (my time) hopefully with some guests, but if not, so be it, I will solo it up!
marksman [June 14, 2014 - 8:53 pm]: i didnt know u were canadian john.e.see
Tom-Dalpra [June 14, 2014 - 8:54 pm]: Haven't got skype at the moment JC. Another time. Have  a good show.
marksman [June 14, 2014 - 8:54 pm]: one of my fav books is technology and the canadian mind.. i just downloaded skype on my mobile and added
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 8:54 pm]: @marksman:  hey, just added ya, thanks
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 8:55 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: no problem Tom, thanks anyway, someday we will hook up eh? lol
marksman [June 14, 2014 - 8:55 pm]: im chilling at mcdonalds at yonge dundas lol 24/7 free wifi
marksman [June 14, 2014 - 8:56 pm]: come get me illuminati i'll fight u on ur own turf muhaha
JohnnyClues [June 14, 2014 - 9:04 pm]: "The Marksman" will be joining me for episode 5, other fakeologists are welcome to join in if you want
marksman [June 14, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: yeaha!
jimbo [June 14, 2014 - 11:15 pm]: Where can we listen in live to this show? Thanks.
Videre Licet [June 14, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: Johnny Clues
Videre Licet [June 14, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: @jimbo: You can call Johnny onskype
jimbo [June 14, 2014 - 11:33 pm]: Ok thanks Videre. That's what I figured.
Videre Licet [June 14, 2014 - 11:34 pm]: :)
Videre Licet [June 14, 2014 - 11:36 pm]: there are 3 of us on now
Banazir Galbasi [June 14, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: <a href="http://www.schooljokes.com/tongue_twisters/b.shtml" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.schooljokes.com/tongue_twisters/b.shtml</a>
marksman [June 14, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: :O
Banazir Galbasi [June 15, 2014 - 12:00 am]: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/06/11/a-typical-reply-to-fakeology/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/06/11/a-typical-reply-to-fakeology/</a>
marksman [June 15, 2014 - 12:08 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-g-Y6vXoBLE" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-g-Y6vXoBLE</a>
JohnnyClues [June 15, 2014 - 12:16 am]: 4 of us live now on jc live ep#5, join us if you'd like,  Skype me @ john.e.see
Videre Licet [June 15, 2014 - 12:49 am]: <a href="http://musicyourmind.com/beta-alpha-theta-delta/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://musicyourmind.com/beta-alpha-theta-delta/</a>
marksman [June 15, 2014 - 12:51 am]: <a href="http://www.richplanet.net/rp_genre.php?ref=177&#038;part=1&#038;gen=2" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.richplanet.net/rp_genre.php?ref=177&#038;part=1&#038;gen=2</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 7:13 am]: As I looked for pictures of fake 9/11 victim Michele Beale -Check out the Rockefeller name and the word SIM- BOTTOM RIGHT - <a href="http://ak-cache.legacy.net/usercontent/guestbook/photos/2013-10/2013-10-14/77299330.jpgx?w=400&#038;h=335&#038;option=1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://ak-cache.legacy.net/usercontent/guestbook/photos/2013-10/2013-10-14/77299330.jpgx?w=400&#038;h=335&#038;option=1</a>
ab [June 15, 2014 - 7:35 am]: We're live on the radio now!
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 7:40 am]: Tuned-in!
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 8:24 am]: Yes, we like it
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 8:25 am]: the memorial - the gap in our thinking
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 8:37 am]: <a href="http://miscellaneous-pics.blogspot.no/2010/01/holocaust-burnt-offering-ritual-mass.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://miscellaneous-pics.blogspot.no/2010/01/holocaust-burnt-offering-ritual-mass.html</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 8:40 am]: he Scottish Rite is one of the two branches of Freemasonry in which a Master Mason may proceed after he has completed the three degrees of Symbolic or Blue Lodge Masonry. The other branch is known as the York Rite, consisting of Royal Arch Masons, Royal and Select Masters, and Knights Templar. The Scottish Rite includes the degrees from the 4Â° to the 32Â°. <a href="http://www.32nddegreemasons.org/what-is-" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.32nddegreemasons.org/what-is-</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 8:42 am]: <a href="http://www.scottishritecanada.ca/about-us/scottish-rite-degrees/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.scottishritecanada.ca/about-us/scottish-rite-degrees/</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 8:49 am]: My ten year old daughter's school programme is very informative. Space- including UFO'S -Holocaust -Egyptians
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 8:49 am]: <a href="http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://arbeiderpartiet.no/Aktuelt/Partiet/Gjenreising-av-Utoeya&#038;usg=ALkJrhhD0qKg8uQeyKVepU5wssz9-aty4w" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://arbeiderpartiet.no/Aktuelt/Partiet/Gjenreising-av-Utoeya&#038;usg=ALkJrhhD0qKg8uQeyKVepU5wssz9-aty4w</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 8:51 am]: <a href="http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://snl.no/Massedrapet_p%25C3%25A5_Ut%25C3%25B8ya&#038;usg=ALkJrhgZFAufaF_iO6iDAaM2Y0EPZZq2SQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://snl.no/Massedrapet_p%25C3%25A5_Ut%25C3%25B8ya&#038;usg=ALkJrhgZFAufaF_iO6iDAaM2Y0EPZZq2SQ</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 8:55 am]: 33-UtÃ¸ya survivors in Parliament <a href="http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://www.aftenposten.no/nyheter/iriks/33-Utoya-overlevende-vil-pa-Stortinget-7252929.html&#038;usg=ALkJrhi4yNqc7bVUgAduof1Itv949WfO5g#.U52Xp7EtSnI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://www.aftenposten.no/nyheter/iriks/33-Utoya-overlevende-vil-pa-Stortinget-7252929.html&#038;usg=ALkJrhi4yNqc7bVUgAduof1Itv949WfO5g#.U52Xp7EtSnI</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 9:02 am]: the apple logo blatant devil reference is an in your face reference
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 9:03 am]: not meaning to repeat myself
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 9:07 am]: Nelson -yep. Kept on ice. Even his name- Nelson - he with the hidden hand  on the most famous statue in England.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 9:10 am]: <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2333260/Tony-Blairs-holiday-villa-seized-aristocratic-Italian-owner-faces-fraud-charges.html?ito=feeds-newsxml" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2333260/Tony-Blairs-holiday-villa-seized-aristocratic-Italian-owner-faces-fraud-charges.html?ito=feeds-newsxml</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 9:17 am]: <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2333260/Tony-Blairs-holiday-villa-seized-aristocratic-Italian-owner-faces-fraud-charges.html?ito=feeds-newsxml" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2333260/Tony-Blairs-holiday-villa-seized-aristocratic-Italian-owner-faces-fraud-charges.html?ito=feeds-newsxml</a>
ab [June 15, 2014 - 9:29 am]: thanks to all the Norwegians for revealing truth - you guys are the leaders it seems!
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 9:30 am]: Yep, thanks Unreal. Good stuff.
UNreal [June 15, 2014 - 10:25 am]: @JanErik: Could those seats in Parliament could be a "payback" from the UtÃ¸ya hoax ?
smj [June 15, 2014 - 11:52 am]: i was watching fauxtographer, bolivar arellano's performance on 911 (it's pretty good as far as shitty crisis acting goes).   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fp1B02DOWbs" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fp1B02DOWbs</a>                        ----------the first commenter Extrawdinare claimed to be the payaso's son. the comment was 3 years old, but i clicked on extra's profile anyway.  when i returned to the original comment there was a gray
smj [June 15, 2014 - 11:55 am]: box underneath extra's comment that read-- No actions on legacy comments.                               any idea what that means? it only does this in safari, not in chrome.
ab [June 15, 2014 - 1:56 pm]: ep112 online now
Banazir Galbasi [June 15, 2014 - 2:40 pm]: Interesting on the use of the word soccer as I mentioned it the other day: <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2657548/A-game-two-names-Historians-reveal-America-calls-football-soccer-British-blame.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2657548/A-game-two-names-Historians-reveal-America-calls-football-soccer-British-blame.html</a> Tom can you comment on this?
Banazir Galbasi [June 15, 2014 - 2:49 pm]: Happy Fathers Day Slaves! Err, fathers... <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=FLPM0IrQTNrwzOUw9rb_AOqg&#038;v=icV-V73ZjRI&#038;index=6" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=FLPM0IrQTNrwzOUw9rb_AOqg&#038;v=icV-V73ZjRI&#038;index=6</a> Cheers Jan. And Dusty...
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 3:17 pm]: @UNreal:  Think the last primesinister got the NATO job as a thank U from our owners !
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 3:33 pm]: <a href="http://www.secretsinplainsight.com/2011/08/13/666/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.secretsinplainsight.com/2011/08/13/666/</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 15, 2014 - 3:38 pm]: <a href="http://www.secretsinplainsight.com/2011/09/03/world-trade-center/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.secretsinplainsight.com/2011/09/03/world-trade-center/</a>
UNreal [June 15, 2014 - 5:59 pm]: Richard Rockefeller Dies in planecrash in Purchase, NY @ 8:08 on his way to the 99th birthday of his father, David Rockefeller <a href="http://edition.cnn.com/2014/06/13/us/richard-rockefeller-plane-crash/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://edition.cnn.com/2014/06/13/us/richard-rockefeller-plane-crash/</a>
ab [June 15, 2014 - 7:43 pm]: @UNreal: Yes 88 has been a theme this month - and of course 99 is a special multiple of 11.
javaring [June 15, 2014 - 8:35 pm]: @ab: someone slide Johnny C. a copy of "Levelator" sometimes its so hard to hear him! <a href="http://bit.ly/1d3ZpEg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://bit.ly/1d3ZpEg</a>
ab [June 15, 2014 - 8:44 pm]: @javaring: you just did!
marksman [June 15, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: oh man special fathers day surprise today on CNN 9PM we got a george bush documentary!!!
marksman [June 15, 2014 - 9:07 pm]: its called 41on41
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: John Simpson walks through blood soaked Baghdad market place stepping over debris. ISIS 'appear' to have executed hundreds...pah. they show 'shock and awe from 2003 and looking at it I see what an absolute bullshit firework display it obviously was. <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neDgVb9YHcA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neDgVb9YHcA</a>
JohnnyClues [June 15, 2014 - 10:32 pm]: @javaring: Thanks, I Will Work On It.
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 10:33 pm]: what did you say?
Tom-Dalpra [June 15, 2014 - 10:33 pm]: sposed to be whimsical
JohnnyClues [June 16, 2014 - 12:22 am]: @Ab - for some reason, when I try to add into the comment section of Johnny 5, the second part of the shownotes,it isn't coming up after I posted it, not sure why, tried a few times with no success, I will try again tomorrow, Thanks JC
Jan Erik Hansen [June 16, 2014 - 1:25 am]: Venice â€“ Origins of Modern Banking  <a href="http://whyphysicalsilver.com/?page_id=160" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://whyphysicalsilver.com/?page_id=160</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 16, 2014 - 1:26 am]: This Venetian controlled alliance of the northern Norman nobility, the Guelph dominated Lombard League, and the Vatican, ruled over Europe and through the power of the banking houses of the Lombard League, imposed a financial system based entirely on extreme usury and economic looting.  <a href="http://whyphysicalsilver.com/?page_id=160" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://whyphysicalsilver.com/?page_id=160</a>
Jim Hollander [June 16, 2014 - 2:54 am]: Son of David Rockefeller Dies in Small-Plane Crashttp://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/14/nyregion/richard-rockefeller-killed-in-new-york-plane-crash.html?hpw&amp;rref=nyregion
Jim Hollander [June 16, 2014 - 2:55 am]: <a href="http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/14/nyregion/richard-rockefeller-killed-in-new-york-plane-crash.html?hpw&#038;rref=nyregion" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/14/nyregion/richard-rockefeller-killed-in-new-york-plane-crash.html?hpw&#038;rref=nyregion</a>
Jim Hollander [June 16, 2014 - 2:56 am]: Some good numbers, 88, 65, 99, 16, 823
JohnnyClues [June 16, 2014 - 11:34 am]: @Ab - the reply is working now, guess I was throwing too many links in to shownotes which is why is wasn't registering...my bad....JC
wolfman9 [June 16, 2014 - 2:12 pm]: Any thoughts on Cluesforum member, CitronBleu's hypothesis of 'SVR'? <a href="http://www.cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=24&#038;t=1602&#038;start=1245" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=24&#038;t=1602&#038;start=1245</a>
marksman [June 16, 2014 - 2:21 pm]: johnny clues ftw!
wolfman9 [June 16, 2014 - 5:17 pm]: Amusing little piece about "Back to the Future". Scroll down to #5.  <a href="http://www.cracked.com/article_18613_6-insane-true-stories-behind-stage-names-celebrities.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cracked.com/article_18613_6-insane-true-stories-behind-stage-names-celebrities.html</a>
aralsea [June 16, 2014 - 8:05 pm]: Hoaxbusters Call on live now <a href="http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?masterId=90337&#038;cmd=tc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?masterId=90337&#038;cmd=tc</a>
Johan Backes [June 17, 2014 - 12:21 am]: <a href="http://www.cgtrader.com/blog/welcome-to-the-mind-trap-35-most-photorealistic-3d-renderings" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cgtrader.com/blog/welcome-to-the-mind-trap-35-most-photorealistic-3d-renderings</a>
Johan Backes [June 17, 2014 - 12:25 am]: HYPER realistic CGI is killing photography (its also killing journalism)  <a href="http://www.wired.com/2013/03/luxion-keyshot/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.wired.com/2013/03/luxion-keyshot/</a>
Johan Backes [June 17, 2014 - 12:27 am]: â€œRendering human skin has always been a huge challenge to get right,â€� he explains. â€œSkin rendering is a very complex matter, scientifically speaking, and what it makes even harder is the fact that we look at ourselves every day and it becomes very easy to spot a fake computer-generated imagery.â€�
Johan Backes [June 17, 2014 - 12:33 am]: Luxions' Keyshot can make photorealistic renders in minutes.  With more computing power this could be done in real time....guess who has the most computing power?
UNreal [June 17, 2014 - 4:22 am]: @Johan Backes very interesting links &amp; subject. In architecture <a href="http://bertrand-benoit.com/blog/2013/11/23/la-maison-de-verre" target="_blank">3D is coming along quite fine too</a>, imho we will very soon be unable to tell a real picture from a rendering.
ab [June 17, 2014 - 6:10 am]: @UNreal: I think that time is mostly here.
UNreal [June 17, 2014 - 7:27 am]: @ab: unfortunately you are probably right,,, it will be hard for Fakeologists finding flaws and even harder for the general public to believe us,,
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 11:07 am]: @fakeologists: I notice my mic has been acting up during broadcasts, seems I distort when I talk loud, and know it can be annoying, I will look into it, if it persists, i'll get a new headset very soon thanks JC
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 11:08 am]: @UNreal: Great job on ep112 with Ab, you spoke a whole lotta truth in that episode, I enjoyed it ...JC
Carole Thomas [June 17, 2014 - 1:28 pm]: @wolfman9 This is truly scary. But the gifs speak for themselves.evemn more reason to never let my kids watch the news. <a href="http://www.cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=24&#038;t=1602&#038;start=1245" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=24&#038;t=1602&#038;start=1245</a>
UNreal [June 17, 2014 - 2:03 pm]: @JohnnyClues: merci !
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 2:11 pm]: wow....those gifs are very creepy to say the least 8o
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 7:23 pm]: @JohnnyClues:  Nice chat you had on the last one ! :-D
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 7:29 pm]: "Axe-wielding man leaves police in 11-hour standoff with empty house"
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 7:30 pm]: <a href="http://news.ca.msn.com/local/britishcolumbia/axe-wielding-man-leaves-police-in-11-hour-standoff-with-empty-house" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.ca.msn.com/local/britishcolumbia/axe-wielding-man-leaves-police-in-11-hour-standoff-with-empty-house</a>
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 7:32 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: Thanks Jan, a little more cursing than I like to do, I blame Budweiser though :)  hope to have you on again, anytime, and Thanks
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 7:38 pm]: No stress ! Real people talk like that U know ! Its AWESOME ! :-D
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 7:40 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: Lol...."everything is awesome! everything is cool when your part of a team, everything is awesome, living our dream"....doh.. thanks banazir for that subliminal!
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 7:45 pm]: YES. Our owners like to mock the HERD as often as posible. And that the herd apeare that stupid gives them the confirmation that we need them as we are to stupid not to be led by their chepards U know LOL !
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 7:46 pm]: In political and sociological theory, an elite is a small group of people who control a disproportionate amount of wealth or political power. In general, elite means the more capable group of the peoples.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 7:46 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elites" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elites</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 7:47 pm]: The Power Elite is a book written by sociologist C. Wright Mills in 1956. In it Mills calls attention to the interwoven interests of the leaders of the military, corporate, and political elements of society and suggests that the ordinary citizen is a relatively powerless subject of manipulation by those entities.
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 7:53 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: I hear ya " All They Do Is Mock Me, Just Like They Did The Fat Fellow,All The Time,Mocking Mocking Mocking Mocking Mocking All The Time!"
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 7:53 pm]: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCahZIBtig4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCahZIBtig4</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: Yes. Wel we have to return the favour i think ! LOL
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 7:57 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: YeS! Jan, Soon it will be Babu's Time To Mock, Send Them Away, Send Them All Away Forever, They Are Not Human? ....They Are Very Bad, Very Very Bad!
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 8:01 pm]: YES ! No doubt ! Lets not hold back. They ARE truely BAD !
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 8:03 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowd_psychology" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowd_psychology</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 17, 2014 - 8:06 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Michels" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Michels</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 17, 2014 - 8:21 pm]: Johnny Rottenhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rjy8oLVOvi4
Tom-Dalpra [June 17, 2014 - 8:23 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rjy8oLVOvi4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rjy8oLVOvi4</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 17, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: why does that keep happening to me :-) ?
Tom-Dalpra [June 17, 2014 - 8:47 pm]: I'm such a fool. I can't deny
Videre Licet [June 17, 2014 - 8:55 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  works if you put the "8o" back into the link
jimbo [June 17, 2014 - 8:55 pm]: I heard a Dustban episode on the s2 stream that started  with a rush song and then comments on the lyrics. I can't seem to find that mp3 file here or on Talkshoe. Anyone know where I can download it by chance? Thanks a lot.
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 9:02 pm]: @jimbo:  <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/05/09/dustban-14-with-jan-erik/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/05/09/dustban-14-with-jan-erik/</a>
Videre Licet [June 17, 2014 - 9:04 pm]: So.... What ever happened to Clare?
Videre Licet [June 17, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: She had so much to say back then....
Videre Licet [June 17, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: why is she silent now?  where did she go?
Videre Licet [June 17, 2014 - 9:08 pm]: said her piece and moved on?
jimbo [June 17, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: Claire sounded like a fake to me.  And her logic wasn't right.
jimbo [June 17, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: Here is the satanic slave control pyramid from Dustban 14.  <a href="http://fakeologist.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/lucifer__s_power_pyramid_by_nixseraph-d3ews1o.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/lucifer__s_power_pyramid_by_nixseraph-d3ews1o.jpg</a>
jimbo [June 17, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: At the top are the committe of 300 and the royal families. I wonder how these people live? Do any of them go shopping for milk and eggs at the grocery store. Do they stand in line with their bags and maybe I'm standing right next to thembut none the wiser? Do they ever go out for a beer at the local but nice brewpub? No one would recognize them anyway.
JohnnyClues [June 17, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: @jimbo: IMO... I doubt it, they probably have paid slaves doing their groceries as well as "fannie" related chores, these high up criminals probably haven't touched their asses in centuries
Videre Licet [June 17, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: @jimbo: thinking the same jimbo
jimbo [June 17, 2014 - 11:34 pm]: @JohnnyClues: In that case I can't imagine what life is like for them on that level. It must be much higher than the wealthy folks presented on TV. Like that old show, Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous with Robin Leach. That name makes me think the rich 'Leach' off the rest of us. But a tv crew did have free access to their mansions.
jimbo [June 17, 2014 - 11:35 pm]: Those rich people we saw on the show must be a diversion from the super rich committee of 300, et al. Now their pads are really something to see.
jimbo [June 17, 2014 - 11:39 pm]: On the positive side, I think it takes an astonishing small amount of income and stuff to make a person happy and content. Beer would be included in that list, in moderation of course.
Videre Licet [June 18, 2014 - 12:08 am]: @jimbo: wonder if they are happy in their castles
JohnnyClues [June 18, 2014 - 12:13 am]: @jimbo:  yes, I remember robin leach, and your leach analogy sounds good...yea, I could only imagine their pads, possibly gold encrusted everything, from screws, right down to their asswipe for those greedy asswipes!....yes sir, everything in moderation,  too bad the hoaxes and lies are not, yea, I have content knowing I have a heart and soul,  so take that ya super rich heartless bastards!:D
Jan Erik Hansen [June 18, 2014 - 5:37 am]: Manor House (Edwardian Country House)   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3REDVjOmns&#038;list=PLF19D9C022777469F" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3REDVjOmns&#038;list=PLF19D9C022777469F</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 18, 2014 - 11:12 am]: Agenda 21, Vancouver style: <a href="http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2014/06/16/andrew-coyne-vancouvers-road-pricing-proposal-a-revolutionary-fix-for-gridlock/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2014/06/16/andrew-coyne-vancouvers-road-pricing-proposal-a-revolutionary-fix-for-gridlock/</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 18, 2014 - 11:14 am]: "and in the end, the money you make, is equal to the money, they take" - the Beatles (at least I think thats how it goes)
Banazir Galbasi [June 18, 2014 - 11:19 am]: Uh oh, better watch out for Iranâ€™s rising â€œanti-Canada rhetoric": <a href="http://www.canada.com/mobile/story.html?id=9946507" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.canada.com/mobile/story.html?id=9946507</a>
Carole Thomas [June 18, 2014 - 2:17 pm]: @Jan-Erik How long do you think this elite aka these psycopaths have been directing our affairs?
Carole Thomas [June 18, 2014 - 2:22 pm]: @JC can you give me the link to the drills-before-psyop info that you talked about in that wonderful podcast with Rollo? would like to post it on my Kindergarten fakery thread.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 18, 2014 - 3:26 pm]: @Carole Thomas: By diferent levels of control FOREVER ! Chaning back and forth with overt and covert. And the people on top do change now and then. But for the last 500 years its the same group of families ! Thats my conclution !
Carole Thomas [June 18, 2014 - 3:30 pm]: @Jan My conclusiom
Carole Thomas [June 18, 2014 - 3:30 pm]: n too
Carole Thomas [June 18, 2014 - 3:34 pm]: currently researching megaliths etc and would you believe- same conclusion! they have been in power for unbelievable eras!
Jan Erik Hansen [June 18, 2014 - 3:34 pm]: @Carole Thomas:  :)
Jan Erik Hansen [June 18, 2014 - 3:35 pm]: @Carole Thomas:  Yes to remain in power is a science. And its 95% psycology they USE !
Carole Thomas [June 18, 2014 - 3:37 pm]: yes, and it's easy for them because people seem to accept everything (so-called) experts say
Carole Thomas [June 18, 2014 - 3:40 pm]: Most people I know never question the current paradigms - they assume someone clever has done so and defer to orthodoxy:-(
Carole Thomas [June 18, 2014 - 3:42 pm]: but waking up means questioning everything. And ( after the initial shock) it's fun too:)
Jan Erik Hansen [June 18, 2014 - 3:53 pm]: @Carole Thomas:  Yes thats al true :)
JohnnyClues [June 18, 2014 - 4:04 pm]: @Carole Thomas:  "63 Drills Since 1993 That Went Live As Re Events" <a href="http://edwardmd.wordpress.com/2013/04/28/more-us-drill-death-in-waco-drill-stops-for-reality-again/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://edwardmd.wordpress.com/2013/04/28/more-us-drill-death-in-waco-drill-stops-for-reality-again/</a>  - I think is the one you want, thanks Carole! Your too kind(blush), I did enjoy that Rollo/Dustban members chat, thanks for listening!
JohnnyClues [June 18, 2014 - 4:10 pm]: @Carole Thomas: "Most people I know never question the current paradigms".....That certainly is true, thankfully we see through that veil of Pure and Utter LIES they spread
Jan Erik Hansen [June 18, 2014 - 4:22 pm]: Cult of Isis - The real reason why Isis is in the Media  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VK4uJAFtJTc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VK4uJAFtJTc</a>
JohnnyClues [June 18, 2014 - 4:48 pm]: Yesterday, I posted this "alleged" ax wielding attack in Vancouver, lotta magick numbers in it.... <a href="http://news.ca.msn.com/local/britishcolumbia/axe-wielding-man-leaves-police-in-11-hour-standoff-with-empty-house" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.ca.msn.com/local/britishcolumbia/axe-wielding-man-leaves-police-in-11-hour-standoff-with-empty-house</a>
JohnnyClues [June 18, 2014 - 4:54 pm]: And Today, we have another type of "alleged" attack, this time in Regina...lotta magick numbers in this one as well, seems like this type of  "Trend" is again perhaps sweeping  it's way through Canada  - I'm just waiting for the evil dreaded spoon attack!   "2 in Regina hospital after suspected machete assaults"
JohnnyClues [June 18, 2014 - 4:55 pm]: <a href="http://news.ca.msn.com/local/saskatchewan/2-in-regina-hospital-after-suspected-machete-assaults" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.ca.msn.com/local/saskatchewan/2-in-regina-hospital-after-suspected-machete-assaults</a>
derealium [June 18, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: looks like husband of truthergirl, PoliceStateRadio, is coming around. Brings JFK wankery into this Moncton vid.
derealium [June 18, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emy2wDwTdnM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emy2wDwTdnM</a>     Moncton Shooting ~ The inVisible patsy
derealium [June 18, 2014 - 8:48 pm]: Ab posted a link to their talk..freeradiorevloution, red pill revolution, policestateradio, etc. they're stuck on the phony ass shootings, but everyone has to start somewhere
derealium [June 18, 2014 - 8:57 pm]: <a href="http://www.maxresistance.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.maxresistance.com/</a>   Site created by UpNorthofthe49th (youtube), keeping track of the videos they find relevant.
derealium [June 18, 2014 - 9:13 pm]: you dunn messed up staging shit in Canadia, the beehive of truther activity. lol. Dan Dicks
UNreal [June 19, 2014 - 2:58 am]: @Jan Erik: as we see Isis &amp; other gods everywhere, everybody concludes that this is "their" religion. Is it not more probable that this is more subliminal manipulation &amp; "voluntary servitude" as in fact WE are the worshippers unknowingly ? imo the nutwork just worships control, alchemy &amp; themselves,,,
Jan Erik Hansen [June 19, 2014 - 4:28 am]: @UNreal:  Not shure. Think they used to worship those enteties. But now they worship themselves yes !
Jan Erik Hansen [June 19, 2014 - 6:13 am]: Corporations, America, Admiralty Law &amp; Piracy  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajwIMvGNkZw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajwIMvGNkZw</a>
UNreal [June 19, 2014 - 8:00 am]: @Jan Erik: alchemists believe they understand the underpinnings of how a human really works. this knowledge of the human &amp; his mind is meant to be personified allegorically in the gods &amp; the heavens. If you know yourself, and your neighbor do not, you have the possibility to control him...
UNreal [June 19, 2014 - 8:01 am]: this might be why our alchemist magi's rule us; they know how we work and use it in their advantage. if their deities just represent the knowledge of man himself, when we then mock their "gods" we just in fact do nothing else mocking ourself,,,?
Jan Erik Hansen [June 19, 2014 - 9:39 am]: @UNreal:  Yes that true their gods are lik esoteric archytypes aswell ! :-D
UNreal [June 19, 2014 - 10:33 am]: very interesting podcast on alchemy (despite the "new-age" radiohost) : <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9WK1bAy-qc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9WK1bAy-qc</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 19, 2014 - 12:19 pm]: :)
Jan Erik Hansen [June 19, 2014 - 12:22 pm]: Illuminati New Age Movement Origin by Leo Zagami  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyXlrMTlJNU" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyXlrMTlJNU</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 19, 2014 - 12:22 pm]: <a href="http://holywatcher.narod.ru/garden.pdf" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://holywatcher.narod.ru/garden.pdf</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 19, 2014 - 3:16 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKkRDMil0bw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKkRDMil0bw</a>
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 3:39 pm]: What are we seeing here? a taste of their own medicine perhaps?  <a href="http://www.torontosun.com/2014/06/19/paramedics-continue-to-recover-after-training-explosion" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.torontosun.com/2014/06/19/paramedics-continue-to-recover-after-training-explosion</a>     is this legit?
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 3:45 pm]: the 45-year-old director explains why he didn't feel the need to use real creatures on set and why he believes that his decision to do so ultimately makes it a more realistic and truthful film... <a href="http://www.express.co.uk/news/showbiz/466983/Darren-Aronofsky-explains-why-he-used-CGI-instead-of-real-animals-when-directing-Noah" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.express.co.uk/news/showbiz/466983/Darren-Aronofsky-explains-why-he-used-CGI-instead-of-real-animals-when-directing-Noah</a>  apparently CGI animals are "more realistic" than real ones
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 3:53 pm]: For real: Activision's computer-generated character animation is strikingly realistic, generated in real-time, and coming soon to a computer near you.
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 3:53 pm]: <a href="http://www.zdnet.com/realistic-human-cgi-is-no-april-fools-7000013348/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.zdnet.com/realistic-human-cgi-is-no-april-fools-7000013348/</a>
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 3:55 pm]: At GDC Activision showed demos like this using two year old laptops with very entry-level GPU technology.
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 4:14 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxLMOscTZRk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxLMOscTZRk</a> a CG scene from Better Reality
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 4:21 pm]: <a href="http://www.reddit.com/r/askscience/comments/26hfju/do_we_know_why_the_best_cgi_still_looks_different/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.reddit.com/r/askscience/comments/26hfju/do_we_know_why_the_best_cgi_still_looks_different/</a>
Carole Thomas [June 19, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: @JClues Thank you - that's the one:)
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 6:06 pm]: @Carole Thomas: Cool, Your welcome Carole
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 6:57 pm]: more fun with rockets from today  <a href="http://io9.com/watch-the-latest-falcon-9r-test-flight-from-the-rock-1593363909" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://io9.com/watch-the-latest-falcon-9r-test-flight-from-the-rock-1593363909</a>
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 6:58 pm]: first test of a set of steerable fins that provide control of the rocket during the fly-back portion of the launch. The fins can be seen deploying, from the perspective of the rocket cam, at the 1:11 mark, and again, in the wide shot, at 3:32
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 6:59 pm]: cmon now:error:
ab [June 19, 2014 - 7:35 pm]: @Johan Backes: remember police and fire and emt are victims of hoaxes as well. only a select are "in on it". The rest are as in the dark as the rest of us. This is part of the deception.
ab [June 19, 2014 - 7:35 pm]: The deceivers want to set all groups upon each other - even those that think they have power.
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 7:39 pm]: I am quite certain of that...maybe what we are seeing here is a result of a backlash frm hoax participants and a subsequent injury (wild speculation)
ab [June 19, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: @Johan Backes: I'll read up on it. Hard to tell since we can't verify anything the media tells us
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 7:44 pm]: @ab: so true, any drill in the news must now emanate the familiar odour of a hoax template
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 7:46 pm]: moncton is 1196km from kanata...
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 7:47 pm]: Marksman gives fakeologist.com a very nice plug, you got balls of steel Mark :-)  thanks for the shoutout!... Kronos Foods eh? yikes, doubt I'd eat their food, it's probably laced with propaganda herbs!  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsOO5rtM-CQ&#038;feature=youtu.be" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsOO5rtM-CQ&#038;feature=youtu.be</a>
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 7:50 pm]: They have good feta cheese
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 7:56 pm]: "MacInnes, a 22-year veteran, is the operations superintendent in charge of the tactical paramedic unit. He received a Governor Generalâ€™s Award for Bravery for helping to detain the knife-wielding former RCMP officer Kevin Gregson after Gregson killed Ottawa police Const. Eric Czapnik in 2009."
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 7:57 pm]: ...an RCMP vendetta perhaps?
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: @Johan Backes:  The following Dan Dicks Vid changed my thoughts on his angle with the Rambo Event(just my opinion)....so when you reached for his beard, did Dan say " not by the hair of my chinny chin chin?" <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A52vfW1bKIY" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A52vfW1bKIY</a>
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 8:17 pm]: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpCUMdfRa9w" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpCUMdfRa9w</a>
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 8:17 pm]: no but he did threaten to blow my house down!
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 8:20 pm]: interviewing boy and girl with illuminist tshirt is a sign of acting " he had guns on his facebook page"
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 8:22 pm]: sorry Dan maybe next time, gun control and antidepressants? hoax off bro
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 8:29 pm]: Yea, Dicks shoulda just interviewed the Michael Bolten Wanna be @4:35 instead of push his nonsense, there was no real repoting being done there, well done Dan, you lived up to your name is about all I seen in that interview, you did ZERO pressing for truth Dan!
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: "tell me how am I supposed to live without you?"  Sign it Dicks! you know it
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 8:35 pm]: @JohnnyClues: Press for Goofs
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:38 pm]: lol
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 8:38 pm]: strange zoom in @4:32? Is that why you went there Mr.Dick(s)?  To Dan : <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFood_bTOX4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFood_bTOX4</a>
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:38 pm]: go easy on him he's my new pal
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:39 pm]: i gotta check this stuff out ok im in my happy place
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 8:41 pm]: @marksman: no easy outs outs here.  Get a grain of salt and check this out  <a href="http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/dan%20dicks.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/dan%20dicks.jpg</a>
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: but.. thats.. wellaware1 ?  thats just a photoshop lol
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: who buys goldbugs theory i thought that was debunked a while ago
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:43 pm]: watching the moncton thing before dustban
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: okay i see what u mean about the interview
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: Dan if he is genuine is just another mainstream sideshow, he will never go far enough.  I dont want to insult him by saying he is stupid, but he is either that or a liar
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:54 pm]: the way he cuts the video is suspicious.  girl is a dead give a way
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 8:54 pm]: maybe he needs more time to figure things out, but dont hold your breath...also where does this budget come from for production and travel? donations? cmon
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:55 pm]: well if i remember his site was paid membership or something so im sure he's well off.  who knows what kinda deal he got with infowarez
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:55 pm]: im sure they give all their interviewees some special sauce
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 8:55 pm]: butter em up realllllllll goodddddd
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 8:56 pm]: not to mentions the penis reference in his name, typicaldisinfo shill
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 8:59 pm]: This moncton thing also shedding a bad light on Mr Mitee and the free man research in canada (rob Menard)
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 9:00 pm]: he is a legit legal threat to the establishment I can see value in demonizing him
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 9:01 pm]: Menard would make a great guest for Ab, would love to see that
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 9:02 pm]: he may have some fantastic legal insights in to fakery
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 9:14 pm]: yep exactly at 8:18 they do the freeman .. that was probably the entire purpose of that campaign
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 9:14 pm]: dead give away there.  rob is cool
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 9:14 pm]: good point Johan
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 9:15 pm]: YEP SEEMS LIKE THEY JAMMED THat in there
marksman [June 19, 2014 - 9:21 pm]: exactly wrapped it all up there .. shit 8o
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: Have you bought the Illuminati , Alien invasion Lie?  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z09z8T8aqJQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z09z8T8aqJQ</a>
Dustyash [June 19, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: Hi everyone will be on the call shortly between 7:30 and 8:00 pm
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: Dustban on yet?  s2 stream does not reflect it yet...
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: @Johan Backes: not yet, but soon johan
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: ok i am not insane then...ill put the pills back in the cupboard
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: lol
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: I think your good now banazir
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 11:16 pm]: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLzEOp2ndW8&#038;list=PLEC59692C6D2AA13B" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLzEOp2ndW8&#038;list=PLEC59692C6D2AA13B</a>  the appledoor playlist
jimbo [June 19, 2014 - 11:28 pm]: I would by into the alien invasion scenario if only the aliens were hot looking. But so far not a one of them is built like a brick house. Sheesh!
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: @jimbo: lol yes ...I'd consider being abducted by a a tree breasted alien, is that wrong ?lol
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: three*
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 11:40 pm]: @jimbo: weird sex is not wrong it just smells that way
JohnnyClues [June 19, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: Link to "they Live" (full movie) Mentioned on Dustban 17 <a href="http://viztvdocumentaryfilms.com/they-live-1988-full-length/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://viztvdocumentaryfilms.com/they-live-1988-full-length/</a>
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 11:44 pm]: 42/24 is an alchemical number
Johan Backes [June 19, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: Astrological symbol of the planet Jupiter (Jove); alchemical seal of tin.
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 12:01 am]: Secrets in plain sight (4 hrs) <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4</a>
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 12:24 am]: Hey thanks Dustman! your show is great as well, never miss it
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 12:26 am]: Thanks Dustban guys, great show again, learn a lot from your guest tonight as well
Johan Backes [June 20, 2014 - 7:56 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-pL-meHWDk&#038;list=UUbzPnKIVHp0e3m8512m4KXw&#038;index=2" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-pL-meHWDk&#038;list=UUbzPnKIVHp0e3m8512m4KXw&#038;index=2</a> Real or fake WW2 whats the diff?
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 10:59 am]: "Stabbing at UNBSJ campus being probed"  <a href="http://news.ca.msn.com/local/newbrunswick/stabbing-at-unbsj-campus-being-probed" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.ca.msn.com/local/newbrunswick/stabbing-at-unbsj-campus-being-probed</a>
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 11:00 am]: "3 arrested in midtown Toronto armoured vehicle robbery shootout"   <a href="http://www.citynews.ca/2014/06/19/3-arrested-in-midtown-toronto-armoured-vehicle-robbery-shootout/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.citynews.ca/2014/06/19/3-arrested-in-midtown-toronto-armoured-vehicle-robbery-shootout/</a>
marksman [June 20, 2014 - 11:01 am]: whaaaa
marksman [June 20, 2014 - 11:05 am]: 18 years old
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 11:08 am]: @marksman: I watched those vids you sent me (bbc tv licenses) it was quite interesting, here is another one I found about the subject (I haven't watched this one yet)   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_281810&#038;feature=iv&#038;src_vid=b9uq5X3OGjU&#038;v=aRQTkOk__48" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_281810&#038;feature=iv&#038;src_vid=b9uq5X3OGjU&#038;v=aRQTkOk__48</a>
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 11:11 am]: Not sure what to make of this following story..." Three Shot in SUV After Nas, Flying Lotus,Schoolboy Q Concert"  <a href="http://news.ca.msn.com/top-stories/three-shot-in-suv-after-nas-schoolboy-q-concert" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.ca.msn.com/top-stories/three-shot-in-suv-after-nas-schoolboy-q-concert</a>
marksman [June 20, 2014 - 11:16 am]: yeah its great example of extortion, they went so far to scare the public just to pay for a tv license.. the public paying for propaganda pudding.  all that money, i wonder how much cleese got paid for that commercial
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 11:19 am]: @marksman:  Not only Cleese but all the other people(though I've never heard of most of them, but Bob Geldof couldn't resist joining in on that commercial action)  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh9hz9wsHgw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh9hz9wsHgw</a>
marksman [June 20, 2014 - 11:20 am]: have u seen this guy psychodrilla he was on the tv license topic a while back.. he seems pretty cool.. <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltUjNuX4PNE" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltUjNuX4PNE</a>
marksman [June 20, 2014 - 11:20 am]: ya that geldof guy, who was the star in the wall
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 11:21 am]: Also, that first vid does a good analysis of the fearporn spewed regarding tv licenses  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9uq5X3OGjU" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9uq5X3OGjU</a>
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 11:21 am]: Yea, Bob Geldof does not like Mondays I heard.....Tom Dapra did a good exposure of that in the forums
marksman [June 20, 2014 - 11:22 am]: oh ya i remember he talked to ab about that too on one of the eps that was some good info
marksman [June 20, 2014 - 11:24 am]: ya forgot how many puppets were in that commercial they must have made bank on that
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 11:25 am]: @marksman: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/the-grandmother-of-school-shootings/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/the-grandmother-of-school-shootings/</a>
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 11:27 am]: @marksman: no haven't heard of psychodrilla, i'll check out the vid later today, ttyl
marksman [June 20, 2014 - 11:28 am]: ciao
marksman [June 20, 2014 - 11:30 am]: @JohnnyClues: ok checking out that geldof thread
derealium [June 20, 2014 - 11:34 am]: @JohnnyClues heard you start show 5 asking about Saturn. hope I can call in next time you do a raw call. complicated subject but interesting. you should check out calcifiedlies article (that wasn't posted here). I was thinking along the same lines when I saw this.  <a href="http://calcifiedlies.wordpress.com/2014/05/05/syncromistory-part-i-brotherhood-of-the-snake-phoenicians-ancient-america-atlantis-star" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://calcifiedlies.wordpress.com/2014/05/05/syncromistory-part-i-brotherhood-of-the-snake-phoenicians-ancient-america-atlantis-star</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 20, 2014 - 12:48 pm]: Hi derealium. Was that you on the Hoax Busters Call chat on monday?
derealium [June 20, 2014 - 12:54 pm]: @Banazir - yes, nettwork. I was celebrating Chris' return at last with a few too many beers and was clowning. about to listen to your episode 17
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 1:51 pm]: @Fakeologists: planning on recording Ep#6 Of JC Live tonight between 8:30pm &amp; 9pm( Timeline stolen right out of the Psyop Writers Handbook) All Falkeologists are welcome to join in and discuss media fakery and other subjects. Note*- If PodFather is planning to do a show tonight, I will postpone mine till Sunday night,
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 1:54 pm]: One rule I do have on my broadcast  - Be Kind to other Fakeologists on my broadcast or face being booted, but as for the propagandists who lie nonstop to us, and slave us into submission, I am all for bashing them, just have respect for other fakeologists, I have not had any issue with this yet, but wanted this rule to be known. @derealium: Your welcome to join the call, just add me on skype
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 1:56 pm]: john.e.see on Skype, I don't mind if people have a few drinks, but prefer no one to be hammered, myself included, thanks all....JC
Jan Erik Hansen [June 20, 2014 - 2:07 pm]: London Bombings what is the truth SEEMS OBVIOUS TO ME JUST brushing the surface x  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTm6vzllsgE" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTm6vzllsgE</a>
derealium [June 20, 2014 - 2:25 pm]: 77 code like flight 77 not hitting the 77ft tall pentagram, Simmy Breivik not killing 77 people.  77, 14, 5manmade
derealium [June 20, 2014 - 2:26 pm]: ISIS fakery to demonize Ba'athist re-uprising to kick out western puppet?...or all BS.   <a href="http://willyloman.wordpress.com/2014/06/19/the-isis-crisis-izzat-ibrahim-al-douri-and-the-naqshbandi-army/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://willyloman.wordpress.com/2014/06/19/the-isis-crisis-izzat-ibrahim-al-douri-and-the-naqshbandi-army/</a>
derealium [June 20, 2014 - 2:28 pm]: 3rd letter on Phoenician alphabet (read right to left) looks just like '7'.  77 = 33
ab [June 20, 2014 - 4:24 pm]: @JohnnyClues: nothing planned tonite. Enjoy your show I'll dial in if I can.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 20, 2014 - 4:36 pm]: TYT Theme Song - The Dumb Turds <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jeayOhfkis" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jeayOhfkis</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 20, 2014 - 4:42 pm]: Photoshopped News - Obama Iraq Press Conference June 19, 2014 <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6QvxmQotfo" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6QvxmQotfo</a>
derealium [June 20, 2014 - 4:54 pm]: Cenk irks me to no end. TYT logo is the cube btw.  What time is it in JohnnyClues territory?
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 5:02 pm]: @derealium:  it is 5:01pm here, I'm the same as Ab ,
JohnnyClues [June 20, 2014 - 5:04 pm]: @ab:  Ok cool, thanks Ab, i'll start recording between 8:30pm &amp; 9pm tonight, awesome! stop by and say hello if you can, thanks....JC
columjaddica [June 20, 2014 - 5:50 pm]: Sorry I haven't been around here much. Taking a cooling down period this stuff gets kinda stressful day in day out. Gotta get out and enjoy the weather (it's been very nice lately where I'm at even though the local weather man says it's firenado apocalypse 2)
Tom-Dalpra [June 20, 2014 - 6:24 pm]: yeh, missed ya a bit colum. cool you dropped in and said that. makes sense :-)
Tom-Dalpra [June 20, 2014 - 6:25 pm]: with me I get into things, it's fantastic, i get right into them and next thing I'm a starving addict
Tom-Dalpra [June 20, 2014 - 6:26 pm]: we need to give ourselves a break sometimes
Jan Erik Hansen [June 20, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: <a href="http://isis-online.org/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://isis-online.org/</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 20, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: <a href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0088846/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0088846/</a>
smj [June 20, 2014 - 10:43 pm]: i had never heard kim hyon-hui. her story is proof positive that people will believe just about anything.                 <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Hyon_Hui" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Hyon_Hui</a>
smj [June 20, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: the kal 858 and kal 007 narratives are ridiculous. remember larry mcdonald?
Johan Backes [June 20, 2014 - 10:49 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prnfssfW5mc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prnfssfW5mc</a>  Duck Dynasty Star Phil Robertson is really Acting Legend Gene Hackman
smj [June 20, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: the commie-hating congressional actor was shot down by the soviets on flight double 0 fuckin 7. the same year war games- the movie came out and this happened--http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-505009/September-26th-1983-The-day-world-died.html
Johan Backes [June 20, 2014 - 11:12 pm]: <a href="http://www.sirbacon.org/links/dblohseven.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.sirbacon.org/links/dblohseven.html</a>  John Dee the original 007   ...careful you are close to the rabbit hole on this oneB)
Johan Backes [June 20, 2014 - 11:14 pm]: Dee signed his letters with two circles symbolising his own two eyes and indicating that he was the secret eyes of the Queen.The two circles are guarded by what may be considered a square root sign or an elongated seven. For Dee, seven was a sacred cabbalistic and lucky number.
Johan Backes [June 20, 2014 - 11:18 pm]: <a href="http://www.johndee.org/DEE.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.johndee.org/DEE.html</a>
Johan Backes [June 20, 2014 - 11:58 pm]: Watching the Prestige last night really got me thinking about the (ab)usefulness of twins in psyops and the occult.  We all see twins in the 911 and sandyhook narratives.  World leaders and dopplegangers may in general be twins or triplets as a policy for the strategic benefits
Johan Backes [June 20, 2014 - 11:59 pm]: large advantAGE IF YOU CAN KEEP IT A SECRET <a href="http://www.listal.com/list/actorsactresses-with-identical-twin" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.listal.com/list/actorsactresses-with-identical-twin</a>
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 12:02 am]: dentical, or monozygotic, twinning rates have remained unchanged. Monozygotic twins occur when a single fertilized egg splits into two. As of yet, no one has clearly identified the causes of monozygotic twinning.
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 12:05 am]: <a href="http://www.twinslist.org/idfaq.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.twinslist.org/idfaq.htm</a>  what if you could induce ID twins?
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 12:46 am]: @derealium: you said quite a bit ..have a look at this <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8djIHQS4kyQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8djIHQS4kyQ</a>
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 12:50 am]: @derealium: you made some relevant posts, i read them, very interesting, there is your pat on the back...feel better now? U mad bro?  You dont think my twins references link to your power numbers? Come back here lets efight
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 1:14 am]: ww2 hoax arguments <a href="http://cosmoquest.org/forum/showthread.php?38652-Proof-that-WWII-was-a-Hoax&#038;p=692877#post692877" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://cosmoquest.org/forum/showthread.php?38652-Proof-that-WWII-was-a-Hoax&#038;p=692877#post692877</a>
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 1:42 am]: the powers that be expect us to believe that Alan Turing and a few nerds at Bletchley Park managed to break *hundreds* of enigma messages 50 years ago using pencil and paper?
It's just not believable folks!
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 1:42 am]: This project cracked 3 in Project total CPU time equivalent to: 6469 years, 168 days, 4 hours of Athlon 3500+ running stock app.
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 1:44 am]: The message says:
"AN LEITUNG VON U BOOT STUETZPUNKT WILHELMSHAVEN: FUNKTELEGRAMM EINS ZWO ZWO VIER HIER MIT RHV GELOEST"

Which translates to:

"[To] Control from Submarine Base Wilhelmshaven: Radio message 1224 solved with RHV"
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 1:48 am]: @JohnnyClues: the show is great!
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 1:48 am]: oh well, kids today
Videre Licet [June 21, 2014 - 1:56 am]: @Johan Backes: It was a fun night with the guys!
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 3:59 am]: <a href="http://forums.randi.org/showthread.php?s=d3042cffa80075a337a977524ff8ae45&#038;t=279154" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://forums.randi.org/showthread.php?s=d3042cffa80075a337a977524ff8ae45&#038;t=279154</a>   Scientists Prove Gravity Only 1 in 100,000 Chance of Being Correct
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:17 am]: Quiet night then... Yes the Enigma narrative - another tidy fable that must be, thinking about it...
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:18 am]: Videre Licet- the shill-slayer - stirs...someone had an attack of pica by the sounds of it 8)
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:35 am]: Lets call it an epic fail on JohnnyC's part...we've all done one or two....forgive and forget
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:36 am]: What's a bum buddy?
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:36 am]: The work JohnnyC puts in is Epic...and gets pissed of when he gets fucked with...who can blame him?
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:37 am]: hey TommyD my friend...hows Rolf doing?
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:37 am]: We were talking Doulas A onthe JC6 today...a cambridge buddy of yours
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:40 am]: at risk of driving away more of Shane's friends, he's an 83 year old man with a cock like a party sausage,  <a href="https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10151894986620820&#038;set=vb.667015819&#038;type=2&#038;theater" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10151894986620820&#038;set=vb.667015819&#038;type=2&#038;theater</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:40 am]: at a children's buffet
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:40 am]: heh Tom you cheeky sausage
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:42 am]: Poor Videre.....
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:44 am]: what happened, who hurt her? I'll kill them ! The gay fiends!! I'm joking.
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:44 am]: ok...so Ive just read back...Videre your saying the Derealium we spoke to isnt the same person typing the bollocks?
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:45 am]: thats interesting and conspiratorial
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:45 am]: conspiracy requires 2
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:45 am]: or more
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:46 am]: or at least
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:47 am]: 1 person with multiple personality disorder
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:47 am]: could create a conspiracy
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:47 am]: no he couldn't
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:47 am]: they were calling me assburger meat today.....assburgers...mmm tasty
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:48 am]: oh yes he could
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:48 am]: i like rimming I think that makes sense. It means you keep yourself clean
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:49 am]: who'd want to eat off a dirty plate?
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:49 am]: anyway im walking on sunshine at the moment fantasising of hot chicks with beards
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:50 am]: England and Australia both tossed off the world soccer stage...now Im going for the US of A
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:50 am]: there's a new film out called walking on sunshine - you know - bring it ou nt early june - my mate Kimberley  got anothe couple of decent prs cheques coming this year
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:50 am]: nice
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:51 am]: I'm having a pound on the USA as it goes. I'm fascinated by the fix. Gerard, England captain is a clear agent. it amazes me. no one sees
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:52 am]: Did you see Tim Cahil's goal?....
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:52 am]: Great volley - good player in England that guy
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:53 am]: yep.....if he wasnt a GOD already...that elevated him....
Videre Licet [June 21, 2014 - 10:54 am]: @Rollo: assburger!  :-*
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:54 am]: I like how the new technology has cleaned the game up a shitload.....
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:54 am]: I havent missed a game
Tom-Dalpra [June 21, 2014 - 10:54 am]: these stars are the main fixers. It's part of how it works. They're deliberately promoted - assisted to do great things and we trust them.
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 10:55 am]: heh thanks videre...nice to talk to you today...again my best fake friend :-*
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 11:01 am]: So I Hope to talk you Tom / Videre  @ the Abirato/ SimonShack music party tommorow Night?
Rollo [June 21, 2014 - 11:01 am]: or morning as the case may be
Jan Erik Hansen [June 21, 2014 - 12:51 pm]: sophistry: a subtle, tricky, superficially plausible, but generally fallacious method of reasoning.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 21, 2014 - 12:59 pm]: "Jesuitical" came to characterize a form of argument designed less to seek the truth than to make a case, a form of argument that was aggressive and clever but perhaps not always sincere--indeed, one that was at times cunningly equivocal or downright deceitful.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 21, 2014 - 1:04 pm]: To characterize a lie as an "economy of truth" would be a Jesuitical formulation. To say that one had smoked marijuana but did not inhale would be a Jesuitical distinction. (Bill Clinton received his undergraduate degree from Georgetown University, a Jesuit school.)
Banazir Galbasi [June 21, 2014 - 1:22 pm]: I'd like to have an argument please: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/#/watch?v=kQFKtI6gn9Y" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/#/watch?v=kQFKtI6gn9Y</a>
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 2:29 pm]: <a href="http://outsideradio.blogspot.ie/2014/06/ageless-iraq-reel-1-1950-1959.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://outsideradio.blogspot.ie/2014/06/ageless-iraq-reel-1-1950-1959.html</a>    some very obvious propaganda from the 50's they mostly look like western actors and bluescreen shots ... @ab great idea having sept clues music party looking forward to it

